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7 Lecture Notes:  

 

The roots of SOA (comparing SOA to past architectures)  

 

• IT departments started to recognize the need for a standardized definition of a baseline 

application that could act as a template for all others.  

• This definition was abstract in nature, but specifically explained the technology, boundaries, 

rules, limitations, and design characteristics that apply to all solutions based on this template.  

• This was the birth of the application architecture.  

 

Type of architecture 

 

     * Application architecture    

     *  Enterprise architecture  

     *  Service-oriented architecture 

 

Application architecture 

 

• Application architecture is to an application development team what a blueprint is to a team of 

construction workers.  

• Different organizations document different levels of application architecture. Some keep it 

high-level, providing abstract physical and logical representations of the technical blueprint. 

•  Others include more detail, such as common data models, communication flow diagrams, 

application-wide security requirements, and aspects of infrastructure. 

• It is not uncommon for an organization to have several application architectures. A single 

architecture document represents a distinct solution environment. For example, an organization 

that houses both .NET and J2EE solutions would very likely have separate application 

architecture specifications for each. 

 

Enterprise architecture 

 

• common for a master specification to be created, providing a high-level overview of all forms 

of heterogeneity that exist within an enterprise,  
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• enterprise architectures contain a long-term vision of how the organization plans to evolve its 

technology and environments. For example, the goal of phasing out an outdated technology 

platform established in this specification. 

• Finally, this document define the technology and policies behind enterprise-wide security 

measures. However, these often are isolated into a separate security architecture specification. 

 

Service-oriented architecture  

 

• service-oriented architecture spans both enterprise and application architecture domains.  

• The benefit potential offered by SOA can  be  realized when applied across multiple solution 

environments.  

• This is where the investment in building reusable and interoperable services based on a vendor-

neutral communications platform.  
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7 Lecture Notes:  

 

 The following are the Characteristics of SOA:  

 

Contemporary SOA is at the core of the service-oriented computing platform 

SOA is used to qualify products, designs, and technologies 

an application computing platform consisting of Web services technology and service-orientation 

principles 

Contemporary SOA represents an architecture that promotes service-orientation through the use of 

Web services. 

Contemporary SOA increases quality of service 

 The ability for tasks to be carried out in a secure manner, protecting the contents of a 

message, as well as access to individual services. 

 Allowing tasks to be carried out reliably so that message delivery or notification of failed 

delivery can be guaranteed. 

 Performance requirements to ensure that the overhead imposed by SOAP message and 

XML content processing does not inhibit the execution of a task. 

 Transactional capabilities to protect the integrity of specific business tasks with a 
guarantee that should the task fail, exception logic is executed. 

Contemporary SOA is fundamentally autonomous 

The service-orientation principle of autonomy requires that individual services be as independent and 

self-contained as possible with respect to the control they maintain over their underlying logic. 

Contemporary SOA is based on open standards 

 
Standard open technologies are used within and outside of solution boundaries. 

Perhaps the most significant characteristic of Web services is the fact that data exchange is 

governed by open standards. After a message is sent from one Web service to another it travels 
via a set of protocols that is globally standardized and accepted. 

Contemporary SOA supports vendor diversity 

 
Disparate technology platforms do not prevent service-oriented solutions from interoperating. 
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Organizations can certainly continue building solutions with existing development tools and 

server products. In fact, it may make sense to do so, only to continue leveraging the skill sets of 

in-house resources. However, the choice to explore the offerings of new vendors is always there. 

This option is made possible by the open technology provided by the Web services framework 

and is made more attainable through the standardization and principles introduced by SOA. 

Contemporary SOA promotes discovery 

 
SOA supports and encourages the advertisement and discovery of services throughout the enterprise 

and beyond. A serious SOA will likely rely on some form of service registry or directory to manage 

service descriptions 

Contemporary SOA fosters intrinsic interoperability 

Further leveraging and supporting the required usage of open standards, a vendor diverse 

environment, and the availability of a discovery mechanism, is the concept of intrinsic 

interoperability. Regardless of whether an application actually has immediate integration 

requirements, design principles can be applied to outfit services with characteristics that naturally 

promote interoperability. 

 
 

Contemporary SOA promotes federation 

 

Establishing SOA within an enterprise does not necessarily require that you replace what you 

already have. One of the most attractive aspects of this architecture is its ability to introduce 

unity across previously non-federated environments. While Web services enable federation, SOA 
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promotes this cause by establishing and standardizing the ability to encapsulate legacy and non-

legacy application logic and by exposing it via a common, open, and standardized 

communications framework (also supported by an extensive adapter technology marketplace). 

Contemporary SOA promotes architectural composability 

Composability is a deep-rooted characteristic of SOA that can be realized on different levels. For 

example, by fostering the development and evolution of composable services, SOA supports the 

automation of flexible and highly adaptive business processes. 

Contemporary SOA fosters inherent reusability 

 

SOA establishes an environment that promotes reuse on many levels. For example, services 

designed according to service-orientation principles are encouraged to promote reuse, even if no 

immediate reuse requirements exist. Collections of services that form service compositions can 
themselves be reused by larger compositions. 

Contemporary SOA emphasizes extensibility 

Extensibility is also a characteristic that is promoted throughout SOA as a whole. Extending entire 

solutions can be accomplished by adding services or by merging with other service-oriented 

applications (which also, effectively, "adds services"). Because the loosely coupled relationship 

fostered among all services minimizes inter-service dependencies, extending logic can be 
achieved with significantly less impact. 

 

 

 

Contemporary SOA supports a service-oriented business modeling paradigm 
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In other words, services can be designed to express business logic. BPM models, entity models, 

and other forms of business intelligence can be accurately represented through the coordinated 

composition of business-centric services. This is an area of SOA that is not yet widely accepted or 

understood. We therefore spend a significant portion of this book exploring the service-oriented 

business modeling paradigm. 

Contemporary SOA implements layers of abstraction 

One of the characteristics that tends to evolve naturally through the application of service-

oriented design principles is that of abstraction. Typical SOAs can introduce layers of abstraction 

by positioning services as the sole access points to a variety of resources and processing logic. 

 
Contemporary SOA promotes loose coupling throughout the enterprise 

 

a core benefit to building a technical architecture with loosely coupled services is the resulting 

independence of service logic. Services only require an awareness of each other, allowing them 
to evolve independently. 
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Contemporary SOA promotes organizational agility 

 

Whether the result of an internal reorganization, a corporate merger, a change in an 

organization's business scope, or the replacement of an established technology platform, an 

organization's ability to accommodate change determines the efficiency with which it can respond 
to unplanned events. 

Change in an organization's business logic can impact the application technology that automates 

it. Change in an organization's application technology infrastructure can impact the business logic 

automated by this technology. The more dependencies that exist between these two parts of an 
enterprise, the greater the extent to which change imposes disruption and expense. 

Contemporary SOA is a building block 

A service-oriented application architecture will likely be one of several within an organization 

committed to SOA as the standard architectural platform. Organizations standardizing on SOA work 

toward an ideal known as the service-oriented enterprise (SOE), where all business processes are 

composed of and exist as services, both logically and physically 

Contemporary SOA is an evolution 

SOA defines an architecture that is related to but still distinct from its predecessors. It differs 

from traditional client-server and distributed environments in that it is heavily influenced by the 

concepts and principles associated with service-orientation and Web services. It is similar to 

previous platforms in that it preserves the successful characteristics of its predecessors and 
builds upon them with distinct design patterns and a new technology set. 

Contemporary SOA is still maturing 

While the characteristics described so far are fundamental to contemporary SOA, this point is 

obviously more of a subjective statement of where SOA is at the moment. Even though SOA is 

being positioned as the next standard application computing platform, this transition is not yet 

complete. Despite the fact that Web services are being used to implement a great deal of 

application functionality, the support for a number of features necessary for enterprise-level 
computing is not yet fully available. 

Contemporary SOA is an achievable ideal 

A standardized enterprise-wide adoption of SOA is a state to which many organizations would like 

to fast-forward. The reality is that the process of transitioning to this state demands an enormous 

amount of effort, discipline, and, depending on the size of the organization, a good amount of 
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time. Every technical environment will undergo changes during such a migration, and various 

parts of SOA will be phased in at different stages and to varying extents. This will likely result in 

countless hybrid architectures, consisting mostly of distributed environments that are part legacy 
and part service-oriented. 
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7 Lecture Notes:  

 

SOA vs. client-server architecture  

• Any environment in which one piece of software requests or receives information from another 

can be referred to as "client-server."  

• Every variation of application architecture that ever existed (including SOA) has an element of 

client-server interaction in it  

• The original monolithic mainframe systems that empowered organizations to get seriously 

computerized often are considered the first inception of client-server architecture.  

• These environments, in which bulky mainframe back-ends served thin clients, are considered 

an implementation of the single-tier client-server architecture  

 

single tier client server architecture 

 

Two-tier of the client-server 

• The foremost computing platform began to decline when a two-tier variation of the client-

server design  

• This new approach introduced the concept of delegating logic and processing duties onto 

individual workstations, resulting in the birth of the fat client. Further supported by the 

innovation of the graphical user-interface (GUI), two-tier client-server was considered  

• The common configuration of this architecture consisted of multiple fat clients, each with its 

own connection to a database on a central server.  

• Client-side software performed the bulk of the processing, including all presentation-related 

and most data access logic . One or more servers facilitated these clients by hosting scalable 

RDBMSs. 
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 Two tier client server Architecture 

 

Application logic  

 

– Client-server environments place application logic into the client software. that controls 

the user experience, as well as the back-end resources. 

–  One exception is the distribution of business rules. A popular trend was to embed and 

maintain business rules relating to data within stored procedures and triggers on the 

database. This abstracted a set of business logic from the client and simplified data 

access programming.  

– The presentation layer within service-oriented solutions can vary. Any piece of 

software capable of exchanging SOAP messages according to required service 

contracts can be classified as a service requestor.  

– Within the server environment, options exist as to where application logic can reside 

and how it can be distributed. These options do not preclude the use of database 

triggers or stored procedures. 

–  However, service-oriented design dictating the partitioning of processing logic into 

autonomous units. This facilitates specific design qualities, such as service statelessness 

and interoperability, as well as future composability and reusability. 

 Application processing 

– client-server application logic resides in the client component, the client workstation is 

responsible for the bulk of the processing. The 80/20 ratio often is used as a rule of 

thumb, with the database server typically performing twenty percent of the work. 
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–  each client establish its own database connection. Communication is predictably 

synchronous, and these connections are often persistent (meaning that they are 

generated upon user login and kept active until the user exits the application). 

Proprietary database connections are expensive, and the resource demands sometimes 

overwhelm database servers. 

– Additionally, the clients are assigned the majority of processing responsibilities, they 

too often demand significant resources. Client-side executables are fully stateful and 

consume a steady chunk of PC memory. User workstations therefore often are required 

to run client programs exclusively so that all available resources can be offered to the 

application. 

– Processing in SOA is highly distributed. Each service has an explicit functional 

boundary and related resource requirements. In modeling a technical service-oriented 

architecture,  have many choices as to how  can position and deploy services. 

– Enterprise solutions consist of multiple servers, each hosting sets of Web services and 

supporting middleware. There is, therefore, no fixed processing ratio for SOAs. 

Services can be distributed as required, 

– Communication between service and requestor can be synchronous or asynchronous. 

This flexibility allows processing to be further streamlined, This promotes the stateless 

and autonomous nature of services. 
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Thomas Erl, “Service-Oriented Architecture: Concepts, Technology, and Design”, Pearson Education, 

2005. 
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 7. Lecture Notes:  

 

 Technology 

– 4GL programming languages,  

– Visual Basic and PowerBuilder.  

– Windows operating system by providing the ability to create 

aesthetically rich and more interactive user-interfaces.  

– On the back-end, major database vendors,  

– such as Oracle, Informix, IBM, Sybase, and Microsoft, provided robust 

RDBMSs that could manage multiple connections, while providing 

flexible data storage and data management features. 

– The technology set used by SOA  

– Visual Basic, still can be used to create Web services, and the use of relational 

databases still is commonplace.  

– Web technologies 

–  (HTML, CSS, HTTP, XML,J2EE,.NETetc.)  

– SOA brings with it the absolute requirement that an XML data 

representation architecture be established, along with a SOAP 

messaging framework, and a service architecture comprised of 

the ever-expanding Web services platform. 

 

 Security 

–  The one  part of client-server architecture that frequently is centralized at the server 

level is security. Databases are sufficiently sophisticated to manage user accounts and 

groups and to assign these to individual parts of the physical data model. 

– Security can be controlled within the client executable, especially when it relates to 

specific business rules that dictate the execution of application logic (such as limiting 

access to a part of a user-interface to select users).  

– Additionally, operating system-level security can be incorporated to achieve a single 

sign-on, 

– The advantages of SOA, most architects envy the simplicity of client-server security. 

Corporate data is protected via a single point of authentication, establishing a single 

connection between client and server.  
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– In the distributed world of SOA, this is not possible. Security becomes a significant 

complexity directly relational to the degree of security measures required. Multiple 

technologies are typically involved, many of which comprise the WS-Security 

framework  

Administration 

– One of the main reasons the client-server era ended was the increasingly large 

maintenance costs associated with the distribution and maintenance of application logic 

across user workstations, each update to the application required a redistribution of the 

client software to all workstations. In larger environments, this resulted in a highly 

burdensome administration process. 

– Maintenance issues spanned both client and server ends. Client workstations were 

subject to environment-specific problems because different workstations could have 

different software programs installed or may have been purchased from different 

hardware vendors. Further, there were increased server-side demands on databases. 

– Because service-oriented solutions can have a variety of requestors, they are not 

necessarily immune to client-side maintenance challenges. While their distributed 

back-end does accommodate scalability for application and database servers. 

– New administration demands can be introduced. For example, once SOAs evolve to a 

state where services are reused and become part of multiple service compositions, the 

management of server resources and service interfaces can require powerful 

administration tools, including the use of a private registry. 
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7 Lecture Notes:  

 

SOA vs. distributed Internet architecture  

• Distributed architecture could be designed as SOAs.  

• There are distributed environments in existence that may have been heavily influenced by 

service-oriented principles  

• Multi-tier client-server architectures 

– Multi-tier client-server architectures breaking up the monolithic client executable into 

components designed. 

– Distributing application logic among multiple components (some residing on the client, 

others on the server) reduced deployment headaches by centralizing a greater amount 

of the logic on servers.  

– Server-side components, located on dedicated application servers, would then share and 

manage pools of database connections.A single connection could easily facilitate 

multiple users. 

 

Multi tier client server Architecture 

• Replacing client-server database connections was the client-server remote procedure call 

(RPC) connection.  

• RPC technologies such as CORBA and DCOM allowed for remote communication between 

components residing on client workstations and servers. 

•  Issues similar to the client-server architecture problems involving resources and persistent 

connections emerged. Adding to this was an increased maintenance effort resulting from the 

introduction of the middleware layer. For example, application servers and transaction 

monitors required significant attention in larger environments.  
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7. Lecture Notes:  

  

Components of an SOA 

• components establishes a level of enterprise logic abstraction, as follows: 

– A message represents the data required to complete some or all parts of a unit of work. 

– An operation represents the logic required to process messages in order to complete a unit 

of work  

– A service represents a logically grouped set of operations capable of performing related 

units of work. 

• A process contains the business rules that determine which service operations are used to complete 

a unit of automation.  

 

Figure 1.5: Scope of operation within process 

 

operation belong to different services representing various part of process logic 
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7. Lecture Notes:  

 

How components in an SOA inter-relate 

– An operation sends and receives messages to perform work. 

– An operation is mostly defined by the messages it processes. 

– A service groups a collection of related operations. 

– A service is therefore mostly defined by the operations that comprise it. 

– A process instance can compose services. 

– A process instance is not necessarily defined by its services because it may only require a 

subset of the functionality offered by the services. 

– A process instance invokes a unique series of operations to complete its automation. 

– Every process instance is therefore partially defined by the service operations it uses. 
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       Lecture Notes:  

 

Common principles of service-orientation  

• A common set of principles most associated with service-orientation.  

– Services are reusable: services are designed to support potential reuse. 

– Services share a formal contract For services to interact, they need not share anything but 

a formal contract that describes each service and defines the terms of information exchange. 

– Services are loosely coupled Services must be designed to interact without the need for 

tight, cross-service dependencies. 

– Services abstract underlying logic The only part of a service that is visible to the outside 

world is what is exposed via the service contract. Underlying logic, beyond what is 

expressed in the descriptions that comprise the contract, is invisible. 

– Services are compos able Services may compose other services. This promotes reusability 

and the creation of abstraction layers. 

– Services are autonomous The logic governed by a service resides within an explicit 

boundary. The service has control within this boundary and is not dependent on other 

services. 

– Services are stateless Services should not be required to manage state information. 

– Services are discoverable Services should allow their descriptions to be discovered and 

understood by humans and service requestors that may be able to make use of their logic. 

 

Services are reusable  

 

Reusable service exposes reusable operations  
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Services share a formal contract 

• Service contracts provide a formal definition of: 

– the service endpoint 

– each service operation 

– every input and output message supported by each operation 

– rules and characteristics of the service and its operations 

 

 

Service contract formally define service, operation, message component 

 

Services abstract underlying logic  

 

Service operations abstract the underlying details of the functionality they expose 
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Thomas Erl, “Service-Oriented Architecture: Concepts, Technology, and Design”, Pearson 

Education, 2005. 
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– A service can represent any range of logic from any types of sources, including other 

services 

 

UpdateEverything operation encapsulating a service composition 

 

TLS Accounts payable Service composition 

 

 

Services are autonomous 

– Autonomy requires that the range of logic exposed by a service exist within an explicit 

boundary. This allows the service to execute self-governance of all its processing.  

– It also eliminates dependencies on other services 
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Service autonomous 

Services are stateless 

– Services should minimize the amount of state information they manage and the duration for 

which they hold it. 

 

– State information is data-specific to a current activity 

 

Stateless services 
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Services are discoverable 

– Discovery helps avoid the implement redundant logic. Because each operation provides a 

potentially reusable piece of processing logic, metadata attached to a service needs to 

sufficiently. 

 

RailCo’s services are not discoverable, but TLS’s inventory of services are stored in an internal 

registry 
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7 Lecture Notes:  

 

The Web services framework 

A technology framework is a collection of things. It can include one or more architectures, 

technologies, concepts, models, and even sub-frameworks. The framework established by Web 
services is comprised of all of these parts. 

Specifically, this framework is characterized by: 

 an abstract (vendor-neutral) existence defined by standards organizations and 

implemented by (proprietary) technology platforms 

 core building blocks that include Web services, service descriptions, and messages 

 a communications agreement centered around service descriptions based on WSDL 

 a messaging framework comprised of SOAP technology and concepts 

 a service description registration and discovery architecture sometimes realized through 

UDDI 

 a well-defined architecture that supports messaging patterns and a second generation of 

Web services extensions (also known as the WS-* specifications) continually broadening 

its underlying feature-set. It provides standards and best practices that govern the usage 

of WSDL, SOAP, and UDDI features. Therefore, much of what the Web services framework 
is comprised of can be standardized by the Basic Profile. 

 

 
 

Services (as Web services) 

The concept of services and how they provide a means of encapsulating various extents of logic. 

Manifesting services in real world automation solutions requires the use of a technology capable 

of preserving fundamental service-orientation, while implementing real world business 

functionality. 

Web services provide the potential of fulfilling these primitive requirements, but they need to be 

intentionally designed to do so. This is because the Web services framework is flexible and 
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adaptable. Web services can be designed to duplicate the behavior and functionality found in 

proprietary distributed systems, or they can be designed to be fully SOA-compliant. This flexibility 

has allowed Web services to become part of many existing application environments and has 

been one of the reasons behind their popularity. It also reveals the fact that Web services are not 
necessarily inherently service-oriented. 

Service roles 

A Web service is capable of assuming different roles, depending on the context within which it is 

used. For example, a service can act as the initiator, relayer, or the recipient of a message. A 

service is therefore not labeled exclusively as a client or server, but instead as a unit of software 

capable of altering its role, depending on its processing responsibility in a given scenario. 

It is not uncommon for a Web service to change its role more than once within a given business 

task. It is especially not uncommon for a Web service within an SOA to assume different roles in 
different business tasks. 

Provided here are descriptions of the fundamental service roles. 

Service provider 

The service provider role is assumed by a Web service under the following conditions: 

 The Web service is invoked via an external source, such as a service requestor 

 

The term "service provider" also is used to identify the organization (or individual) responsible for 

actually providing the Web service. To help distinguish the service role from the service's actual 
provider, the following, more qualified terms are sometimes used: 

 service provider entity (the organization or individual providing the Web service) 
 service provider agent (the Web service itself, acting as an agent on behalf of its owner) 

Intermediaries 

The communications framework established by Web services contrasts the 

predictable nature of traditional point-to-point communications channels. Though 

less flexible and less scalable, point-to-point communication was a great deal 

easier to design. Web services communication is based on the use of messaging 
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paths, which can best be described as point-to-* paths. This is because once a 

service provider submits a message, it can be processed by multiple intermediate 

routing and processing agents before it arrives at its ultimate destination. 

Web services and service agents that route and process a message after it is 

initially sent and before it arrives at its ultimate destination are referred to as 

intermediaries or intermediary services. Because an intermediary receives and 

submits messages, it always transitions through service provider and service 

requestor roles 

 

 

There are two types of intermediaries. The first, known as a passive intermediary, is typically 

responsible for routing messages to a subsequent location (Figure 5.6). It may use information in 

the SOAP message header to determine the routing path, or it may employ native routing logic to 

achieve some level of load balancing. Either way, what makes this type of intermediary passive is 

that it does not modify the message. 
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Initial sender and ultimate receiver 

Initial senders are simply service requestors that initiate the transmission of a 

message. Therefore, the initial sender is always the first Web service in a message 

path. The counterpart to this role is the ultimate receiver. This label identifies 

service providers that exist as the last Web service along a message's path 
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Service compositions 

As the name suggests, this particular term does not apply to a single Web service, 

but to a composite relationship between a collection of services. Any service can 

enlist one or more additional services to complete a given task. Further, any of the 

enlisted services can call other services to complete a given sub-task. Therefore, 

each service that participates in a composition assumes an individual role of service 

composition member 
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7 Lecture Notes:  

Messaging (with SOAP) 

The SOAP specification was chosen to meet all of these requirements and has since been universally 

accepted as the standard transport protocol for messages processed by Web services. 

 Messages 

Even though it was originally named the Simple Object Access Protocol, the SOAP specification's 

main purpose is to define a standard message format. 
Envelope, header, and body 

Every SOAP message is packaged into a container known as an envelope. Much like the metaphor this 

conjures up, the envelope is responsible for housing all parts of the message 

 

Each message can contain a header, an area dedicated to hosting meta information. In most 

service-oriented solutions, this header section is a vital part of the overall architecture, and 

though optional, it is rarely omitted. Its importance relates to the use of header blocks through 
which numerous extensions can be implemented (as described next). 

The actual message contents are hosted by the message body, which typically consists of XML 

formatted data. The contents of a message body are often referred to as the message payload 
Header blocks 

Message independence is implemented through the use of header blocks, packets of 

supplementary meta information stored in the envelope's header area. Header blocks outfit a 

message with all of the information required for any services with which the message comes in 

contact to process and route the message in accordance with its accompanying rules, 

instructions, and properties. What this means is that through the use of header blocks, SOAP 

messages are capable of containing a large variety of supplemental information related to the 
delivery and processing of message contents. 

Message styles 
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The SOAP specification was originally designed to replace proprietary RPC protocols by allowing 

calls between distributed components to be serialized into XML documents, transported, and then 

deserialized into the native component format upon arrival. As a result, much in the original 

version of this specification centered around the structuring of messages to accommodate RPC 

data. 

This RPC-style message runs contrary to the emphasis SOA places on independent, intelligence-

heavy messages. SOA relies on document-style messages to enable larger payloads, coarser 
interface operations, and reduced message transmission volumes between services. 

 
Attachments 

To facilitate requirements for the delivery of data not so easily formatted into an XML document, 

the use of SOAP attachment technologies exist. Each provides a different encoding mechanism 

used to bundle data in its native format with a SOAP message. SOAP attachments are commonly 

employed to transport binary files, such as images. 

Faults 

Finally, SOAP messages offer the ability to add exception handling logic by providing an optional 

fault section that can reside within the body area. The typical use for this section is to store a simple 

message used to deliver error condition information when an exception occurs 

Nodes 

 
Node types 

 

 SOAP sendera SOAP node that transmits a message 

 SOAP receivera SOAP node that receives a message 

 SOAP intermediarya SOAP node that receives and transmits a message, and optionally 

processes the message prior to transmission 

 initial SOAP senderthe first SOAP node to transmit a message 
 ultimate SOAP receiverthe last SOAP node to receive a message 
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SOAP intermediaries 

The same way service intermediaries transition through service provider and service requestor 

roles, SOAP intermediary nodes move through SOAP receiver and SOAP sender types when 

processing a message 

 

forwarding intermediary 

Active intermediary 

 
 

Message paths 

A message path refers to the route taken by a message from when it is first sent until it arrives 

at its ultimate destination. Therefore, a message path consists of at least one initial sender, one 

ultimate receiver, and zero or more intermediaries 
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7 Lecture Notes:  

Message exchange patterns 

 

Message exchange patterns (MEPs) represent a set of templates that provide a group of already 

mapped out sequences for the exchange of messages. The most common example is a request 

and response pattern. Here the MEP states that upon successful delivery of a message from one 
service to another, the receiving service responds with a message back to the initial requestor. 

Primitive MEPs 
Request-response 

This is the most popular MEP in use among distributed application environments and the one 

pattern that defines synchronous communication (although this pattern also can be applied 
asynchronously). 

The request-response MEP (Figure 6.3) establishes a simple exchange in which a message is first 

transmitted from a source (service requestor) to a destination (service provider). Upon receiving 

the message, the destination (service provider) then responds with a message back to the source 
(service requestor). 

Figure 6.3. The request-response MEP. 

 

 
Fire-and-forget 

This simple asynchronous pattern is based on the unidirectional transmission of messages from a 
source to one or more destinations (Figure 6.5). 

The fire-and-forget MEP. 
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A number of variations of the fire-and-forget MEP exist, including: 

 The single-destination pattern, where a source sends a message to one destination only. 

 The multi-cast pattern, where a source sends messages to a predefined set of 

destinations. 

 The broadcast pattern, which is similar to the multi-cast pattern, except that the message 

is sent out to a broader range of recipient destinations. 

 
Complex MEPs 

The publish-and-subscribe pattern introduces new roles for the services involved with the 

message exchange. They now become publishers and subscribers, and each may be involved in 

the transmission and receipt of messages. This asynchronous MEP accommodates a requirement 

for a publisher to make its messages available to a number of subscribers interested in receiving 
them. 

The steps involved are generally similar to the following: 

Step 1.  The subscriber sends a message to notify the publisher that it wants to receive 

messages on a particular topic. 

Step 2.  Upon the availability of the requested information, the publisher broadcasts messages 

on the particular topic to all of that topic's subscribers. 
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MEPs and SOAP 

On its own, the SOAP standard provides a messaging framework designed to support single-

direction message transfer. The extensible nature of SOAP allows countless messaging 

characteristics and behaviors (MEP-related and otherwise) to be implemented via SOAP header 

blocks. The SOAP language also provides an optional parameter that can be set to identify the 

MEP associated with a message. (Note that SOAP MEPs also take SOAP message compliance into 

account.) 

. MEPs and WSDL 

Release 1.1 of the WSDL specification provides support for four message exchange patterns that 

roughly correspond to the MEPs we described in the previous section. These patterns are applied 

to service operations from the perspective of a service provider or endpoint. In WSDL 1.1 terms, 
they are represented as follows: 

 Request-response operation Upon receiving a message, the service must respond with a 

standard message or a fault message. 

 Solicit-response operation Upon submitting a message to a service requestor, the service 

expects a standard response message or a fault message. 

 One-way operation The service expects a single message and is not obligated to respond. 
 Notification operation The service sends a message and expects no response. 
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release 2.0 of the WSDL specification extends MEP support to eight patterns (and also changes 

the terminology) as follows. 

 The in-out pattern, comparable to the request-response MEP (and equivalent to the WSDL 

1.1 request-response operation). 

 The out-in pattern, which is the reverse of the previous patternwhere the service provider 

initiates the exchange by transmitting the request. (Equivalent to the WSDL 1.1 solicit-

response operation.) 

 The in-only pattern, which essentially supports the standard fire-and-forget MEP. 

(Equivalent to the WSDL 1.1 one-way operation.) 

 The out-only pattern, which is the reverse of the in-only pattern. It is used primarily in 

support of event notification. (Equivalent to the WSDL 1.1 notification operation.) 

 The robust in-only pattern, a variation of the in-only pattern that provides the option of 

launching a fault response message as a result of a transmission or processing error. 

 The robust out-only pattern, which, like the out-only pattern, has an outbound message 

initiating the transmission. The difference here is that a fault message can be issued in 

response to the receipt of this message. 

 The in-optional-out pattern, which is similar to the in-out patternwith one exception. This 

variation introduces a rule stating that the delivery of a response message is optional and 

should therefore not be expected by the service requestor that originated the 

communication. This pattern also supports the generation of a fault message. 

 The out-optional-in pattern is the reverse of the in-optional-out pattern, where the 
incoming message is optional. Fault message generation is again supported. 

 

MEPs and SOA 

MEPs are highly generic and abstract in nature. Individually, they simply relate to an 

interaction between two services. Their relevance to SOA is equal to their relevance to the 

abstract Web services framework. They are therefore a fundamental and essential part of 

any Web services-based environment, including SOA. 
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7. Lecture Notes:  

 

Coordination 

Every activity introduces a level of context into an application runtime environment. Something 

that is happening or executing has meaning during its lifetime, and the description of its meaning 
(and other characteristics that relate to its existence) can be classified as context information. 

The more complex an activity, the more context information it tends to bring with it. The 
complexity of an activity can relate to a number of factors, including: 

 the amount of services that participate in the activity 

 the duration of the activity 

 the frequency with which the nature of the activity changes 
 whether or not multiple instances of the activity can concurrently exist 

A framework is required to provide a means for context information in complex activities to be 

managed, preserved and/or updated, and distributed to activity participants. Coordination establishes 

such a framework 

 
Coordinator composition 

WS-Coordination establishes a framework that introduces a generic service based on the 

coordinator service model. This service controls a composition of three other services that each 
play a specific part in the management of context data. 
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The coordinator composition consists of the following services: 

 Activation service Responsible for the creation of a new context and for associating this 

context to a particular activity. 

 Registration service Allows participating services to use context information received from 

the activation service to register for a supported context protocol. 

 Protocol-specific services These services represent the protocols supported by the 

coordinator's coordination type. (This is further explained in the next sections.) 

 Coordinator The controller service of this composition, also known as the coordination 
service. 

Coordination types and coordination protocols 

Each coordinator is based on a coordination type, which specifies the nature and underlying logic 

of an activity for which context information is being managed. Coordination types are specified in 

separate specifications. The WS-Coordination framework is extensible and can be utilized by 

different coordination types, including custom variations. However, the two coordination types 

most commonly associated with WS-Coordination are WS-AtomicTransaction and WS-

BusinessActivity. (Concepts relating to these specifications are explained in the upcoming Atomic 

transactions) and Business activitiessections. 

Coordination type extensions provide a set of coordination protocols, which represent unique 

variations of coordination types and consist of a collection of specific behaviors and rules. A 

protocol is best viewed as a set of rules that are imposed on activities and which all registered 
participants must follow. 

Coordination contexts and coordination participants 

A context created by the activation service is referred to as a coordination context. It contains a 

collection of information that represents the activity and various supplementary data. 

Examples of the type of data held within a coordination context include: 

 a unique identifier that represents the activity 

 an expiration value 
 coordination type information 

A service that wants to take part in an activity managed by WS-Coordination must request the 

coordination context from the activation service. It then can use this context information to 

register for one or more coordination protocols. A service that has received a context and has 
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completed registration is considered a participant in the coordinated activity. 

The activation and registration process 

The coordination service composition is instantiated when an application service contacts the 

activation service. Via a CreateCoordinationContext request message, it asks the activation 

service to generate a set of new context data. Once passed back with the ReturnContext 

message, the application service now can invite other services to participate in the coordination. 

This invitation consists of the context information the application service originally received from 
the activation service. 

Figure 6.16. The WS-Coordination registration process. 

 

Any Web service in possession of this context information may issue a registration request to the 

registration service. This allows the service to enlist in a coordination based on a specific 

protocol. (Protocols are provided by separate specifications and are discussed later in this chapter 

as part of the Atomic transactionand Business activities. Upon a successful registration, a service 

is officially a participant. The registration service passes the service the location of the 

coordinator service, with which all participants are required to interact. At this time, the 
coordination service is also sent the address of the new participant. 

The completion process 

The application service can request that a coordination be completed by issuing a completion 

request message to the coordination service. The coordinator, in turn, then issues its own 

completion request messages to all coordination participants. Each participant service responds 

with a completion acknowledgement message 

The WS-Coordination completion process. 
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Coordination and SOA 

A coordinator-based context management framework, as provided by WS-Coordination and its 

supporting coordination types, introduces a layer of composition control to SOAs. It standardizes 

the management and interchange of context information within a variety of key business 
protocols. 

 Coordination as it relates to other parts of SOA. 
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7 Lecture Notes:  

Atomic Transaction 

 Atomic transactions implement the familiar commit and rollback features to enable cross-

service transaction support 

 When managing corporate data, the need to wrap a series of changes into a single action for 

many business process requirements. 

ACID transactions 

– The protocols provided by the WS-Atomic Transaction specification enable cross-

service transaction functionality in distributed application platforms. 

– The term "ACID" is an acronym representing the following four required 

characteristics of a traditional transaction: 

• Atomic  

– Either all of the changes within the scope of the transaction succeed, or 

none of them succeed. This characteristic introduces the need for the 

rollback feature that is responsible for restoring any changes completed 

as part of a failed transaction to their original state. 

• Consistent 

– None of the data changes made as a result of the transaction can violate 

the validity of any associated data models. Any violations result in a 

rollback of the transaction. 

• Isolated  

– If multiple transactions occur concurrently, they may not interfere with 

each other. Each transaction must be guaranteed an isolated execution 

environment. 

• Durable  

– Upon the completion of a successful transaction, changes made as a 
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result of the transaction can survive subsequent failures. 

 Atomic transaction protocols 

– WS-Atomic Transaction is an extension created for use with the WS-Coordination 

context management framework.  

 

– To participate in an atomic transaction, a service first receives a coordination context 

from the activation service. It can subsequently register for available atomic transaction 

protocols. 

 

– The following primary transaction protocols are provided: 

• A Completion protocol, is used to initiate the commit or abort states of the 

transaction. 

• The Durable 2PC protocol for which services representing permanent data 

repositories should register. 

• The Volatile 2PC protocol to be used by services managing non-persistent 

(temporary) data. 

– Most often these protocols are used to enable a two-phase commit (2PC) that 

manages an atomic transaction across multiple service participants. 

The atomic transaction coordinator 

– When WS-Atomic Transaction protocols are used, the coordinator controller service 

can be referred to as an atomic transaction coordinator. 

–  The atomic transaction coordinator plays a key role in managing the participants of the 

transaction process and in deciding the transaction's ultimate outcome. 

 

Atomic transaction coordinator service model 
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The atomic transaction process 

– The atomic transaction coordinator is tasked with the responsibility of deciding the 

outcome of a transaction. It bases this decision on feedback it receives from all of the 

transaction participants. 

– The collection of this feedback is separated into two phases.  

• prepare phase , all participants are notified by the coordinator, and each is 

asked to prepare and then issue a vote.Each participant's vote consists of either a 

"commit" or "abort" request  

• commit phase. It now reviews all votes and decides whether to commit or 

rollback the transaction. The conditions of a commit decision are simple: if all 

votes are received and if all participants voted to commit, the coordinator 

declares the transaction successful, and the changes are committed. However, if 

any one vote requests an abort, or if any of the participants fail to respond, then 

the transaction is aborted, and all changes are rolled back  

•  

 

The coordinator requesting that transaction participants prepare to vote 

 

The transaction participants voting  on the outcome of atomic transaction  
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The coordinator aborting the transaction and notifying participants to roll back all changes 

 

 

Atomic transactions and SOA 

– More services emerge within an organization and as service compositions become more 

commonplace, the need to move transaction boundaries into cross-service interaction 

scenarios increases. Being able to guarantee an outcome of an activity is a key part of 

enterprise-level computing, and atomic transactions therefore play an important role in 

ensuring quality of service. 

 

– Not only do atomic transactional capabilities lead to a robust execution environment for 

SOA activities, they promote interoperability when extended into integrated 

environments. This allows the scope of an activity to span different solutions built with 

different vendor platforms, while still being assured a guaranteed all-or-nothing 

outcome.  

 

Atomic transaction relating to other parts of SOA 

Business activities 

• Business activities govern long-running, complex service activities. Hours, days, or even 

weeks can pass before a business activity is able to complete. During this period, the activity 
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can perform numerous tasks that involve many participants. 

• What distinguishes a business activity from a regular complex activity is that its participants 

are required to follow specific rules defined by protocols. Business activities primarily differ 

from the also protocol-based atomic transactions in how they deal with exceptions and in the 

nature of the constraints introduced by the protocol rules. 

• For instance, business activity protocols do not offer rollback capabilities. Given the potential 

for business activities to be long-running, it would not be realistic to expect ACID-type 

transaction functionality. Instead, business activities provide an optional compensation process 

that, much like a "plan B," can be invoked when exception conditions are encountered 

Business activity controls the integrity of a service activity by providing participants with a “plan B” 

Business activity protocols 

• It provides two very similar protocols, each of which dictates how a participant may behave 

within business activity. 

• The BusinessAgreementWithParticipantCompletion protocol, which allows a participant to 

determine when it has completed its part in the business activity. 

• The BusinessAgreementWithCoordinatorCompletion protocol, which requires that a 

participant rely on the business activity coordinator to notify it that it has no further processing 

responsibilities. 

The business activity coordinator 

• When its protocols are used, the WS-Coordination controller service assumes a role specific to 

the coordination type in this case it becomes a business activity coordinator  

• This coordinator has varying degrees of control in the overall activity, based on the 

coordination protocols used by the participants. 

 

Business Activity coordinator service model 

Business activity states 

• During the lifecycle of a business activity, the business activity coordinator and the activity 
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participants transition through a series of states. The actual point of transition occurs when 

special notification messages are passed between these services. 

• For example, a participant can indicate that it has completed the processing it was required to 

perform as part of the activity by issuing a completed notification. This moves the participant 

from an active state to a completed state. The coordinator may respond with a close message to 

let the participant know that the business activity is being successfully completed. 

• A compensation is different from an atomic transaction in that it is not expected to rollback 

any changes performed by the participating services; its purpose is generally to execute plan B 

when plan A fails. 

• Alternatively, a cancelled state can be entered. This typically results in the termination of any 

further processing outside of the cancellation notifications that need to be distributed. 

 Business activities and atomic transactions 

• It is important to note that the use of a business activity does not exclude the use of atomic 

transactions.  

• In fact, it is likely that a long-running business activity will encompass the execution of several 

atomic transactions during its lifetime  

 

Two atomic transaction residing the scope of a business activity 

Business activities and SOA 

• Business activities fully complement the compos able nature of SOA by tracking and 

regulating complex activities while also allowing them to carry on for long periods of time.  

• Through the use of the compensation process, business activities increase SOA's quality of 

service by providing built-in fault handling logic. 
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A business activity relating to other parts of SOA 

 

8 Textbook :  

 

Thomas Erl, “Service-Oriented Architecture: Concepts, Technology, and Design”, Pearson Education, 

2005. 
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7. Lecture Notes:  

 

Orchestration   

– A centrally controlled set of workflow logic facilitates interoperability between two or 

more different applications.  

– A common implementation of orchestration is the hub-and-spoke model that allows 

multiple external participants to interface with a central orchestration engine.  

– With orchestration, different processes can be connected that originally automated the 

processes individually.  

– The use of orchestration can significantly reduce the complexity of solution environments.  

– Workflow logic is abstracted and more easily maintained than when embedded within 

individual solution components.  

– This allows for business process logic to be expressed via services, orchestration can 

represent and express business logic in a standardized, services-based venue.  

– When building service-oriented solutions, this provides housing and controlling the logic 

representing the process being automated. 

– It provides potential integration endpoints into processes.  

– The orchestrations themselves exist as services. Therefore, building upon orchestration 

logic standardizes process representation across an organization, while addressing the goal 

of enterprise federation and promoting service-orientation. 

 

An orchestration controls almost every facet of a complex activity 

 Business protocols and process definition 

– The workflow logic that comprises an orchestration can consist of numerous business rules, 

conditions, and events. Collectively, these parts of an orchestration establish a business 

protocol that defines how participants can interoperate to achieve the completion of a 

business task.  

– The details of the workflow logic encapsulated and expressed by an orchestration are 

contained within a process definition. 
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 Process services and partner services 

– Identified and described within a process definition are the allowable process participants. 

First, the process itself is represented as a service, resulting in a process service  

– Other services allowed to interact with the process service are identified as partner services 

or partner links. Depending on the workflow logic, the process service can be invoked by 

an external partner service, or it can invoke other partner services  

 

A process service coordinating and exposing functionality from three partner services 

• Basic activities and structured activities 

– WS-BPEL breaks down workflow logic into a series of predefined primitive activities. 

Basic activities (receive, invoke, reply, throw, wait) represent fundamental workflow 

actions which can be assembled using the logic supplied by structured activities 

(sequence, switch, while, flow, pick).  

• Sequences, flows, and links 

– Basic and structured activities can be organized so that the order in which they execute 

is predefined. A sequence aligns groups of related activities into a list that determines a 

sequential execution order. Sequences are especially useful when one piece of 

application logic is dependent on the outcome of another. 

– Pieces of application logic can execute concurrently within a flow, meaning that there is 

not necessarily a requirement for one set of activities to wait before another finishes. 

However, the flow itself does not finish until all encapsulated activities have completed 

processing. This ensures a form of synchronization among application logic residing in 

individual flows. 

– Links are used to establish formal dependencies between activities that are part of 

flows. Before an activity fully can complete, it must ensure that any requirements 

established in outgoing links first are met. Similarly, before any linked activity can 
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begin, requirements contained within any incoming links first must be satisfied. Rules 

provided by links are also referred to as synchronization dependencies. 

• Orchestrations and activities 

– An activity is a generic term that can be applied to any logical unit of work completed 

by a service-oriented solution. The scope of a single orchestration, therefore, can be 

classified as a complex, and most likely, long-running activity. 

• Orchestration and coordination 

– Orchestration, as represented by WS-BPEL, can fully utilize the WS-Coordination 

context management framework by incorporating the WS-BusinessActivity 

coordination type. This specification defines coordination protocols designed to support 

complex, long-running activities. 

• Orchestration and SOA 

– Orchestration provides an automation model where process logic is centralized yet still 

extensible and compos able . Orchestrations themselves establish a common point of 

integration for other applications. 

 

Orchestration relating to other parts of SOA 

  

 8. Textbook :  

 

Thomas Erl, “Service-Oriented Architecture: Concepts, Technology, and Design”, Pearson Education, 

2005. 
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7. Lecture Notes:  

 

Choreography  

• The Web Services Choreography Description Language (WS-CDL) is a specification that attempts 

to organize information exchange between multiple organizations (or even multiple applications 

within organizations), with an emphasis on public collaboration  

• choreography describes the global protocol governing how individual participants interact with 

one another. Each participant has its own process, but choreography is a master process that acts as 

a kind of traffic cop.  

• It merely a message exchange protocol. If the participants follow the protocol, the live exchange 

will run as smoothly as if there were a central broker.  

• choreography is more like a set of traffic rules. To mix metaphors, choreography teaches the 

participant processes how to dance as a group.  

 

choreography enables collaboration between its participants 

• Collaboration 

– An important characteristic of choreographies is that they are intended for public message 

exchanges.  

– The goal is to establish a kind of organized collaboration between services representing 

different service entities, only no one entity (organization) necessarily controls the 

collaboration logic.  

– Choreographies provide the potential for establishing universal interoperability patterns for 

common inter-organization business tasks. 

• Roles and participants 

– Within any given choreography, a Web service assumes one of a number of predefined 

roles. This establishes what the service does and what the service can do within the context 

of a particular business task.  

– Roles can be bound to WSDL definitions, and those related are grouped accordingly, 

categorized as participants (services). 
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• Relationships and channels 

– Every action that is mapped out within a choreography can be broken down into a series of 

message exchanges between two services. Each  exchange between two roles in a 

choreography is defined individually as a relationship. Every relationship consequently 

consists of exactly two roles. 

– Channels defining the characteristics of the message exchange between two specific roles. 

– Further, to facilitate more complex exchanges involving multiple participants, channel 

information can be passed around in a message. This allows one service to send another the 

information required for it to be communicated with by other services. This is a significant 

feature of the WS-CDL specification, as it fosters dynamic discovery and increases the 

number of potential participants within large-scale collaborative tasks. 

• Interactions and work units 

– The actual logic behind a message exchange is encapsulated within an interaction. 

Interactions are the fundamental building blocks of choreographies because the completion 

of an interaction represents actual progress within a choreography.  

– Related to interactions are work units. These impose rules and constraints that must be 

adhered to for an interaction to successfully complete. 

• Reusability, composability, and modularity 

– Each choreography can be designed in a reusable manner, allowing it to be applied to 

different business tasks comprised of the same fundamental actions.  

– Further, using an import facility, a choreography can be assembled from independent 

modules. These modules can represent distinct sub-tasks and can be reused by numerous 

different parent choreographies  

 

choreography composed of two choreographies 

Orchestrations and choreographies 

– While both represent complex message interchange patterns, there is a common distinction 

that separates the terms "orchestration" and "choreography."  
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– An orchestration expresses organization-specific business workflow. This means that an 

organization owns and controls the logic behind an orchestration, even if that logic 

involves interaction with external business partners.  

– A choreography, on the other hand, is not necessarily owned by a single entity. It acts as a 

community interchange pattern used for collaborative purposes by services from different 

provider entities  

 

choreography enables collaboration between two orchestrations 

Choreography and SOA 

 

– The fundamental concept of exposing business logic through autonomous services can be 

applied to just about any implementation scope. Two services within a single organization, 

each exposing a simple function, can interact via a basic MEP to complete a simple task.  

– Two services belonging to different organizations, each exposing functionality from entire 

enterprise business solutions, can interact via a basic choreography to complete a more 

complex task. Both scenarios involve two services, and both scenarios support SOA 

implementations. 

– it natively supports composability, reusability, and extensibility, choreography also can 

increase organizational agility and discovery. Organizations are able to join into multiple 

online collaborations, which can dynamically extend or even alter related business 

processes that integrate with the choreographies. 
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choreography relating to other parts of SOA 
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       Lecture Notes:  

 

Service layer abstraction 

 

What logic should be represented by services? 

Services can be modeled to represent either or both types of logic, as long as the principles of service-

orientation can be applied. 

However, to achieve enterprise-wide loose coupling (the first of our four outstanding SOA 

characteristics) physically separate layers of services are, in fact, required. When individual collections of 

services represent corporate business logic and technology-specific application logic, each domain of the 

enterprise is freed of direct dependencies on the other. 

This allows the automated representation of business process logic to evolve independently from the 

technology-level application logic responsible for its execution. In other words, this establishes a loosely 

coupled relationship between business and application logic. 

How should services relate to existing application logic? 

Much of this depends on whether existing legacy application logic needs to be exposed via services or 

whether new logic is being developed in support of services. Existing systems can impose any number of 

constraints, limitations, and environmental requirements that need to be taken into consideration during 

service design. 

Applying a service layer on top of legacy application environments may even require that some service-

orientation principles be compromised. This is less likely when building solutions from the ground up 

with service layers in mind, as this affords a level of control with which service-orientation can be 

directly incorporated into application logic. 

Either way, services designed specifically to represent application logic should exist in a separate layer. 

We'll therefore simply refer to this group of services as belonging to the application service layer. 

How can services best represent business logic? 
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Business logic is defined within an organization's business models and business processes. When 

modeling services to represent business logic, it is most important to ensure that the service representation 

of this logic is in alignment with existing business models. 

It is also useful to separately categorize services that are designed in this manner. Therefore, we'll refer to 

services that have been modeled to represent business logic as belonging to the business service layer. By 

adding a business service layer, we also implement the second of our four SOA characteristics, which is 

support for service-oriented business modeling. 

How can services be built and positioned to promote agility? 

The key to building an agile SOA is in minimizing the dependencies each service has within its own 

processing logic. Services that contain business rules are required to enforce and act upon these rules at 

runtime. This limits the service's ability to be utilized outside of environments that require these rules. 

Similarly, controller services that are embedded with the logic required to compose other services can 

develop dependencies on the composition structure. 

Introducing a parent controller layer on top of more specialized service layers would allow us to establish 

a centralized location for business rules and composition logic related to the sequence in which services 

are executed. Orchestration is designed specifically for this purpose. It introduces the concept of a process 

service, capable of composing other services to complete a business process according to predefined 

workflow logic. Process services establish what we refer to as the orchestration service layer. 

While the addition of an orchestration service layer significantly increases organizational agility (number 

three on our list of SOA characteristics), it is not alone in realizing this quality. All forms of organized 

service abstraction contribute to establishing an agile enterprise, which means that the creation of separate 

application, business, and orchestration layers collectively fulfill this characteristic. 

Abstraction is the key 

Though we addressed each of the preceding questions individually, the one common element to all of the 

answers also happens to be the last of our four outstanding SOA characteristics: layers of abstraction. 

We have established how, by leveraging the concept of composition, we can build specialized layers of 

services. Each layer can abstract a specific aspect of our solution, addressing one of the issues we 

identified. This alleviates us from having to build services that accommodate business, application, and 
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agility considerations all at once. 

The three layers of abstraction we identified for SOA are: 

 the application service layer 

 the business service layer 

 the orchestration service layer 

Each of these layers is introduced individually in the following sections. 

The three primary service layers. 

 

 

Application service layer 

The application service layer establishes the ground level foundation that exists to express technology-

specific functionality. Services that reside within this layer can be referred to simply as application 

services . Their purpose is to provide reusable functions related to processing data within new or legacy 

application environments. 

Application services commonly have the following characteristics: 

 they expose functionality within a specific processing context 

 they draw upon available resources within a given platform 

 they are solution-agnostic 

 they are generic and reusable 

 they can be used to achieve point-to-point integration with other application services 

 they are often inconsistent in terms of the interface granularity they expose 
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 they may consist of a mixture of custom-developed services and third-party services that have 

been purchased or leased 

 

 

The application service layer. 

 

 
 

Typical examples of service models implemented as application services include the following: 

 utility service 

 wrapper service  

When a separate business service layer exists, there is a strong motivation to turn all application services 

into generic utility services. This way they are implemented in a solution-agnostic manner, providing 

reusable operations that can be composed by business services to fulfill business-centric processing 

requirements. 

Alternatively, if business logic does not reside in a separate layer, application services may be required to 

implement service models more associated with the business service layer. For example, a single 

application service also can be classified as a business service if it interacts directly with application logic 

and contains embedded business rules. 

Services that contain both application and business logic can be referred to as hybrid application services 

or just hybrid services. This service model is commonly found within traditional distributed architectures. 

It is not a recommended design when building service abstraction layers. Because it is so common, 
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9 

though, it is discussed and referenced throughout this book. 

Finally, an application service also can compose other, smaller-grained application services (such as 

proxy services) into a unit of coarse-grained application logic. Aggregating application services is 

frequently done to accommodate integration requirements. Application services that exist solely to enable 

integration between systems often are referred to as application integration services or simply integration 

services. Integration services often are implemented as controllers. 

Because they are common residents of the application service layer, now is a good time to introduce the 

wrapper service model. Wrapper services most often are utilized for integration purposes. They consist of 

services that encapsulate ("wrap") some or all parts of a legacy environment to expose legacy 

functionality to service requestors. The most frequent form of wrapper service is a service adapter 

provided by legacy vendors. This type of out-of-the-box Web service simply establishes a vendor-defined 

service interface that expresses an underlying API to legacy logic. 

 

 Textbook :  

 

Thomas Erl, “Service-Oriented Architecture: Concepts, Technology, and Design”, Pearson 

Education, 2005. 
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       Lecture Notes:  

Business service layer 

The business service layer. 

 

 

 

Business services are the lifeblood of contemporary SOA. They are responsible for expressing business 

logic through service-orientation and bring the representation of corporate business models into the Web 

services arena. 

Application services can fall into different types of service model categories because they simply represent 

a group of services that express technology-specific functionality. Therefore, an application service can be 

a utility service, a wrapper service, or something else. 

Business services, on the other hand, are always an implementation of the business service model. The sole 

purpose of business services intended for a separate business service layer is to represent business logic in 

the purest form possible. This does not, however, prevent them from implementing other service models. 

For example, a business service also can be classified as a controller service and a utility service. 

In fact, when application logic is abstracted into a separate application service layer, it is more than likely 

that business services will act as controllers to compose available application services to execute their 

business logic. 
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Business service layer abstraction leads to the creation of two further business service models: 

 Task-centric business service A service that encapsulates business logic specific to a task or 

business process. This type of service generally is required when business process logic is not 

centralized as part of an orchestration layer. Task-centric business services have limited reuse 

potential. 

 Entity-centric business service A service that encapsulates a specific business entity (such as an 

invoice or timesheet). Entity-centric services are useful for creating highly reusable and business 

process-agnostic services that are composed by an orchestration layer or by a service layer 

consisting of task-centric business services (or both). 

When a separate application service layer exists, these two types of business services can be positioned to 

compose application services to carry out their business logic.  

Orchestration service layer 

Orchestration is more valuable to us than a standard business process, as it allows us to directly link 

process logic to service interaction within our workflow logic. This combines business process modeling 

with service-oriented modeling and design. And, because orchestration languages (such as WS-BPEL) 

realize workflow management through a process service model, orchestration brings the business process 

into the service layer, positioning it as a master composition controller. 

The orchestration service layer introduces a parent level of abstraction that alleviates the need for other 

services to manage interaction details required to ensure that service operations are executed in a specific 

sequence. Within the orchestration service layer, process services compose other services that provide 

specific sets of functions, independent of the business rules and scenario-specific logic required to execute 

a process instance. 

All process services are also controller services by their very nature, as they are required to compose other 

services to execute business process logic. Process services also have the potential of becoming utility 

services to an extent, if a process, in its entirety, should be considered reusable. In this case, a process 

service that enables orchestration can itself be orchestrated. 
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Topics to be Covered: SOA platform basics 

 

2. 
 

Skills Addressed:  

Listening 

Learning 

 

3. Objectives of this Lesson Plan: 

 

 To facilitate students understand the basic concepts of SOA platform basics 

 

4. Outcome (s): 

i. Define the concept of SOA platform layers 

ii. Illustrate  the different technologies used in SOA 

 

5 Link Sheet: 

 

• What is the Relationship between SOA layers and technologies 

 

6 Evocation: (5 Minutes) 
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7 Lecture Notes:  

 

SOA platform basics 

 

• establish the physical development and runtime environments required to build and implement 

SOA-compliant services. 

• Basic platform building blocks 

– Need a development environment with which to program and assemble the software 

program. 

– Need a runtime for which we will be designing our software. 

– Need APIs that expose features and functions offered by the runtime so that we can 

build  software program. 

– Finally, need an operating system on which to deploy the runtime, APIs, and the 

software program. 

 

 
Fundamental software technology architecture layers. 

 

• Common SOA platform layers 

– contemporary SOA is a distributed architectural model, built using Web services that 

provides support for the Web services technology set. 

– Two new requirements: 

• We need the ability to partition software programs into self-contained and 

composable units of processing logic (components) capable of communicating 

with each other within and across instances of the runtime. 

• We need the ability to encapsulate and expose application logic through industry 

standard Web services technologies. 
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The common layers required by a development and runtime platform for building SOA. 

 

• Relationship between SOA layers and technologies 

 

– The Web Technology layer needs to provide support for the first-generation Web 

services technology set to enable to build a primitive SOA. 

– The Web Technology layer needs to provide support for WS-* specifications for fulfill 

some of the contemporary SOA characteristics. 

– The Web Technology layer needs to provide a means of assembling and implementing 

its technology support into Web services. 

– The Component Technology layer needs to support encapsulation by Web services. 

– The Runtime layer needs to be capable of hosting components and Web services. 

– The Runtime layer needs to provide a series of APIs in support of components and Web 

services. 

– The APIs layer needs to provide functions that support the development and processing 

of components and Web services technologies. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

• Fundamental service technology architecture 

• Service processing tasks 
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– Supply a public interface (WSDL definition) that allows it to be accessed and invoked 

by a service requestor. 

– Receive a SOAP message sent to it by a service requestor. 

– Process the header blocks within the SOAP message. 

– Validate and parse the payload of the SOAP message. 

– Transform the message payload contents into a different format. 

– Encapsulate business processing logic that will do something with the received SOAP 

message contents. 

– Assemble a SOAP message containing the response to the original request SOAP 

message from the service requestor. 

– Transform the contents of the message back into the format expected by the service 

requestor. 

– Transmit the response SOAP message back to the service requestor. 

• service requestor 

– It can be any piece of software capable of communicating with a service provider.  

– Service requestors are commonly expected to: 

• Contain business processing logic that calls a service provider for a particular 

reason. 

• Interpret (and possibly discover) a service provider's WSDL definition. 

• Assemble a SOAP request message  in compliance with the service provider 

WSDL definition. 

• Transform the contents of the SOAP message. 

• Transmit the SOAP request message to the service provider. 

• Receive a SOAP response message from the service provider. 

• Validate and parse the payload of the SOAP response message received by the 

service provider. 

• Transform the SOAP payload into a different format. 

• Process SOAP header blocks within the message. 

• Service processing logic 

– The contents of the SOAP request are used to perform some function that may result in 

a response.  

– service provider and requestor tasks into two distinct categories. 

• Message Processing Logic  

• Business Logic 

• Message Processing Logic  

– The part of a Web service and its surrounding environment that executes a 

variety of SOAP message processing tasks.  

 

– Message processing logic is performed by a combination of runtime 

services, service agents, as well as service logic related to the processing of 

the WSDL definition. 

 

– Business Logic  

• Business logic is application-specific and depending on the functionality 

exposed by the WSDL definition. 

• The back-end part of a Web service that performs tasks in response to the 

receipt of SOAP message contents.  

• For example, business logic can consist of a single component providing 

service-specific functions, or it can be represented by a legacy application that 

offers only some of its functions via the Web service. 
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A service provider consisting of message processing and business logic. 

 

 

 

Service provider logic categorization.  

 
 

 

 
message processing logic and business logic 

 

 

• The business logic part of a service requestor is responsible for initiating an activity (and the 

resulting SOAP message exchange),  

• Where as the business logic within a service provider responds to an already initiated activity.  
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Service requestor logic categorization 

 
Message processing logic of a service.  

• Processing layers represented by the message processing logic of a service provider.  

• layers  tasks, such as  

– Header processing-that are generic and applied to all service providers.  

– Validation or transformation tasks,  

• on the other hand, may involve service-specific XSD schemas and XSLT style sheets and 

therefore may be considered exclusive to the service provider  
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• Vendor platforms accomplish this by supporting the creation of proxy components. These 

components is auto-generated from the service provider WSDL definition. 

• Proxies accept method calls issued from the regular vendor platform components that contain 

the service requestor business logic.  

• The proxies then use vendor runtime services to translate these method calls and associated 

parameters into SOAP request messages. When the SOAP request is transmitted, the proxy is 

further able to receive the corresponding SOAP response from the service provider. It then 

performs the same type of translation, but in reverse. 

• Proxies can exist as static components or they can be dynamically created. 

 
• Business logic 

– business logic can exist as a standalone component, housing the intelligence required to 

either invoke a service provider as part of a business activity or to respond to a request 

in order to participate in such an activity. 

– As an independent unit of logic, it is free to act in different roles.  

. 
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Shows same unit of business logic being encapsulated as part of a service provider but also acting as a 

service requestor 

 

 

 
One unit of business logic being encapsulated by two different service providers. 

 

• Service agents 

– A type of software program found within the message processing logic of SOA 

platforms is the service agent.  

– Its primary role is to perform form of automated processing prior to the transmission 

and receipt of SOAP messages. As such, service agents are a form of intermediary 

service. 

– The types of tasks performed by service agents include: 

• SOAP header processing  

• filtering (based on SOAP header or payload content) 

• authentication and content-based validation 

• logging 

• routing 
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Service agents processing incoming and outgoing SOAP message headers 

 

• Vendor platforms 

– SOA support provided by both J2EE and .NET platforms.  

• Architecture components 

• Runtime environments 

• Programming languages 

• APIs 

• Service providers 

• Service requestors 

• Service agents 

• Platform extensions 
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Textbook :  

 

Thomas Erl, “Service-Oriented Architecture: Concepts, Technology, and Design‖, Pearson Education, 

2005. 
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1. 
 

Topics to be Covered: SOA support in J2EE 

 

2. 
 

Skills Addressed:  

Listening 

Understanding 

3. Objectives of this Lesson Plan: 

 

To make the students understand the basic concepts of SOA support in J2EE  

 

4. 
 

Outcome (s): 

i. Define the Three of the more significant specifications that pertain to SOA  

ii. Demonstrate all the platform which supports SOA   

 

5 Link Sheet: 

I. What are types of components used to build J2EE Web applications? 

II. What are the API’s which support web service? 

 

6 Evocation: (5 Minutes) 
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Lecture Notes:  

 

SOA support in J2EE 
• The Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition (J2EE) is one of the two primary platforms currently 

being used to develop enterprise solutions using Web services. 

• Platform overview 

– The Java 2 Platform is a development and runtime environment based on the Java 

programming language.  

 

– It is a standardized platform that is supported by many vendors that provide 

development tools, server runtimes, and middleware products for the creation and 

deployment of Java solutions. 

– The Java 2 Platform is divided into three major development and runtime platforms,.  

• J2SE -The Java 2 Platform Standard Edition  is designed to support the creation 

of desktop applications, 

• J2ME - the Micro Edition (J2ME) is geared toward applications that run on 

mobile devices.  

• J2EE -The Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition  is built to support large-scale, 

distributed solutions.  

– The Servlets + EJBs and Web + EJB Container layers (as well as the JAX-RPC Runtime) 

relate to the Web and Component Technology layers established  

 

 
Relevant layers of the J2EE platform as they relate to SOA. 

 

• Three of the more significant specifications that pertain to SOA are listed here: 

 

– Java 2 Platform Enterprise Edition Specification  

• This important specification establishes the distributed J2EE component 

architecture and provides foundation standards . 

– Java API for XML-based RPC (JAX-RPC)  

• This document defines the JAX-RPC environment and associated core APIs. It 

also establishes the Service Endpoint Model used to realize the JAX-RPC 

Service Endpoint. 

– Web Services for J2EE  
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• The specification that defines the J2EE service architecture and clearly lays out 

what parts of the service environment can be built by the developer, 

implemented in a vendor-specific manner, and which parts must be delivered 

according to J2EE standards. 

• Architecture components 

– J2EE solutions inherently are distributed and therefore componentized.  

– The following types of components can be used to build J2EE Web applications: 

• Java Server Pages (JSPs)  

– Dynamically generated Web pages hosted by the Web server.  

– JSPs exist as text files comprised of code interspersed with HTML. 

• Java Servlets  

– These components also reside on the Web server and are used to process 

HTTP request and response exchanges.  

• Enterprise JavaBeans (EJBs)  

– The business components that perform the bulk of the processing within 

enterprise solution environments.  

– They are deployed on dedicated application servers and can therefore 

leverage middleware features, such as transaction support. 

 

 

 

• Struts  

– An extension to J2EE that allows for the development of Web applications with 

sophisticated user-interfaces and navigation. 

– Struts provides its own Controller component and integrates with other technologies to 

provide the Model and the View. For the Model,  

• Struts can interact with standard data access technologies, like JDBC and EJB, 

as well as most any third-party packages, like Hibernate, iBATIS, or Object 

Relational Bridge.  

• For the View, Struts works well with JavaServer Pages, including JSTL and 

JSF, as well as XSLT, and other presentation systems.  

– Runtime environments 

– J2EE supply two types of component containers that provide hosting environments 

geared toward Web services-centric applications that are generally EJB or servlet-

based. 

• EJB container  

– This container is designed specifically to host EJB components, and it 

provides a series of enterprise-level services that can be used 

collectively by EJBs participating in the distributed execution of a 

business task.  

– Examples of these services include 

– transaction management,  

– concurrency management,  

– operation-level security,  

– object pooling. 

• Web container  

– A Web container can be considered an extension to a Web server and is 

used to host Java Web applications consisting of JSP or Java servlet 

components.  

– Web containers provide runtime services geared toward the processing 

of JSP requests and servlet instances. 

• Programming languages 
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– The standard Java language can be used to build Web services. 

 

– Examples of currently available development tools are  

• Rational Application Developer from IBM,  

• Java Studio from Sun Microsystems,  

• JDeveloper from Oracle. 

• APIs 

– J2EE contains several APIs for programming functions in support of Web services. The 

classes that support these APIs are organized into a series of packages. Here are some 

of the APIs relevant to building SOA. 

• Java API for XML Processing (JAXP)  

– This API is used to process XML document content using a number of 

available parsers.  

– Both Document Object Model (DOM) and Simple API for XML (SAX) 

compliant models are supported, as well as the ability to transform and 

validate XML documents using XSLT stylesheets and XSD schemas. 

Example packages include: 

 

» ~javax.xml.parsers 

» A package containing classes for different vendor-specific DOM 

and SAX parsers. 

» ~org.w3c.dom and org.xml.sax-These packages expose the 

industry standard DOM and SAX document models. 

» ~javax.xml.transform-A package providing classes that expose 

XSLT transformation functions. 

 

• Java API for XML-based RPC (JAX-RPC)  

– The most established and popular SOAP processing API, supporting both RPC-literal 

and document-literal request-response exchanges and one-way transmissions. Example 

packages that support this API include: 

 

– ~javax.xml.rpc and javax.xml.rpc.server 

• These packages contain a series of core functions for the JAX-RPC API. 

 

– ~javax.xml.rpc.handler and  javax.xml.rpc.handler.soapAPI  

• functions for runtime message handlers are provided by these collections of 

classes. 

 

– ~javax.xml.soap and javax.xml.rpc.soapAPI  

• functions for processing SOAP message content and bindings. 

 

 

– Java API for XML Registries (JAXR)  

– An API that offers a standard interface for accessing business and service registries. 

Originally developed for ebXML directories, JAXR now includes support for UDDI. 

• ~javax.xml.registry 

– A series of registry access functions that support the JAXR API. 

• ~javax.xml.registry.infomodel 

– Classes that represent objects within a registry. 

– Java API for XML Messaging (JAXM)  

– An asynchronous, document-style SOAP messaging API that can be used for one-way 

and broadcast message transmissions. 
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– SOAP with Attachments API for Java (SAAJ)  

– Provides an API specifically for managing SOAP messages requiring attachments. The 

SAAJ API is an implementation of the SOAP with Attachments (SwA) specification. 

– Java Architecture for XML Binding API (JAXB)  

– This API provides a means of generating Java classes from XSD schemas and further 

abstracting XML-level development. 

– Java Message Service API (JMS)  

– A Java-centric messaging protocol used for traditional messaging middleware solutions 

and providing reliable delivery features. 

 

• Service providers 

– J2EE Web services are typically implemented as servlets or EJB components. Each 

option is suitable to meet different requirements but also results in different deployment 

configurations, as explained here: 

 

• JAX-RPC Service Endpoint When building Web services for use within a Web 

container, a JAX-RPC Service Endpoint is developed that frequently is 

implemented as a servlet by the underlying Web container logic. Servlets are a 

common incarnation of Web services within. 

 

• EJB Service Endpoint The alternative is to expose an EJB as a Web service 

through an EJB Service Endpoint. This approach is appropriate when wanting 

to encapsulate existing legacy logic or when runtime features only available 

within an EJB container are required. 

 

• Regardless of vendor platform, both types of J2EE Web services are dependent 

on the JAX-RPC runtime and associated APIs. 

• The implementation of a J2EE service provider, including: 

– Service Endpoint Interface (SEI)  

• A Java-based interpretation of the WSDL definition that is required to follow 

the JAX-RPC WSDL-to-Java mapping rules to ensure consistent representation. 

 

– Service Implementation Bean  

• A class that is built by a developer to house the custom business logic of a Web 

service.  

• The Service Implementation Bean can be implemented as an EJB Endpoint 

(Stateless Session Bean) or a JAX-RPC Endpoint (servlet).  

• For an EJB Endpoint, it is referred to as an EJB Service Implementation Bean 

and therefore resides in the EJB container.  

• For the JAX-RPC Endpoint, it is called a JAX-RPC Service Implementation 

Bean and is deployed in the Web container. 
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• Service requestors 

– The JAX-RPC API also can be used to develop service requestors. It provides the 

ability to create three types of client proxies, as explained here: 

• Generated stub 

– The generated stub (or just "stub") is the most common form of service 

client. It is auto-generated by the JAX-RPC compiler (at design time) by 

consuming the service provider WSDL, and producing a Java-equivalent 

proxy component. 

– Specifically, the compiler creates a Java remote interface for every 

WSDL portType which exposes methods. It further creates a stub based 

on the WSDL port and binding constructs. The result is a proxy 

component that can be invoked as any other Java component.  

– JAX-RPC takes care of translating communication between the proxy 

and the requesting business logic component into SOAP messages 

transmitted to and received from the service provider represented by the 

WSDL. 

• Dynamic proxy and dynamic invocation interface  

– The dynamic proxy is similar in concept, except that the actual stub is 

not created until its methods are invoked at runtime.  

– Secondly, the dynamic invocation interface bypasses the need for a 

physical stub all together and allows for fully dynamic interaction 

between a Java component and a WSDL definition at runtime. 
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• Service agents 

– Vendor implementations of J2EE platforms often employ numerous service agents to 

perform a variety of runtime filtering, processing, and routing tasks.  

• A common example is the use of service agents to process SOAP headers. 

 

– To support SOAP header processing,  

• the JAX-RPC API allows for the creation of specialized service agents called 

handlers ,runtime filters that exist the J2EE container environments.  

 

• Handlers can process SOAP header blocks for messages sent by J2EE service 

requestors or for messages received by EJB Endpoints and JAX-RPC Service 

Endpoints. 

 

J2EE handlers as service agents 
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• Platform extensions 

– Two examples of currently available platform extensions. 

• IBM Emerging Technologies Toolkit  

– A collection of extensions that provide prototype implementations of a 

number of fundamental WS-* extensions, including  

» WS-Addressing,  

» WS-ReliableMessaging,  

» WS-MetadataExchange,   

» WS-Resource Framework. 

• Java Web Services Developer Pack  

– A toolkit that includes both WS-* support as well as the introduction of 

new Java APIs.  

– Examples of the types of extensions provided include  

» WS-Security (along with XML-Signature), and  

» WS-I Attachments. 

 

J2EE platform inter-relate 

 
8 Textbook :  

 

Thomas Erl, “Service-Oriented Architecture: Concepts, Technology, and Design‖, Pearson Education, 

2005. 
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1. 
 

Topics to be Covered: JAX-WS- Java API for XML Web Services (JAX-WS) 

 

2. 
 

Skills Addressed:  

Listening 

Understanding 

 

3. Objectives of this Lesson Plan: 

 

              To make the students understand the basic concepts of JAX-WS- Java API for XML Web 

Services (JAX-WS) 

 

4. 
 

Outcome (s): 

 

i. Define JAX-WS 

5 Link Sheet: 

 

i. How JAX-WS is acting as Java API for XML Web Services 

 

ii. How to create a Simple Web Service and Client with JAX-WS 

 

6 Evocation: (5 Minutes) 
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Lecture Notes:  

 

JAX-WS- Java API for XML Web Services 

• Building Web Services with JAX-WS 

– JAX-WS is a technology for building web services and clients that communicate using 

XML. JAX-WS allows developers to write message-oriented as well as RPC-oriented 

web services. 

– In JAX-WS, a web service operation invocation is represented by an XML-based 

protocol such as SOAP. calls and responses are transmitted as SOAP messages (XML 

files) over HTTP. 

– Although SOAP messages are complex, the JAX-WS API hides this complexity from 

the application developer. On the server side, the developer specifies the web service 

operations by defining methods in an interface written in the Java programming 

language. A client creates a proxy and then simply invokes methods on the proxy.  

– With JAX-WS, the developer does not generate or parse SOAP messages. It is the 

JAX-WS runtime system that converts the API calls and responses to and from SOAP 

messages. 

 

 

 
 

Communication between a JAX-WS Web Service and a Client 

 

• Creating a Simple Web Service and Client with JAX-WS 

– The starting point for developing a JAX-WS web service is a Java class annotated with 

the javax.jws.WebService annotation. The @WebService annotation defines the class 

as a web service endpoint. 

– A service endpoint interface or service endpoint implementation (SEI) is a Java 

interface or class, respectively, that declares the methods that a client can invoke on the 

service. The web service implementation class implicitly defines an SEI. 

– we may specify an explicit interface by adding the endpointInterface element to the 

@WebService annotation in the implementation class. we must then provide an 

interface that defines the public methods made available in the endpoint 

implementation class. 

– Basic steps for creating the web service and client: 

– Code the implementation class. 

– Compile the implementation class. 

– Package the files into a WAR file. 

– Deploy the WAR file. The web service artifacts (which are used to communicate with 

clients) are generated by the Application Server during deployment. 

– Code the client class. 

– Use wsimport to generate and compile the web service artifacts needed to connect to 

the service. 
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– Compile the client class. 

– Run the client. 

– Requirements of a JAX-WS Endpoint 

– The implementing class must be annotated with either the  

– javax.jws.WebService or  

– javax.jws.WebServiceProvider annotation. 

– The implementing class may explicitly reference an SEI through the endpointInterface 

element of the @WebService annotation,  

– The business methods of the implementing class must be public 

– Business methods that are exposed to web service clients must be annotate with 

javax.jws.WebMethod. 

– Business methods that are exposed to web service clients must have JAXB-compatible 

parameters and return types. 

• Coding the Service Endpoint Implementation Class 

– In this example, the implementation class, Hello, is annotated as a web service endpoint 

using the @WebService annotation.  

– Hello declares a single method named sayHello, annotated with the @WebMethod 

annotation. @WebMethod exposes the annotated method to web service clients.  

– sayHello returns a greeting to the client, using the name passed to sayHello to compose 

the greeting. 

sayHello to compose the greeting. The implementation class also must define a default, public, no-

argument constructor. 

 

Program 

package helloservice.endpoint; 

import javax.jws.WebService; 

@WebService 

public class Hello { 

private String message = new String("Hello, "); 

public void Hello() {} 

@WebMethod 

public String sayHello(String name) { 

return message + name + "."; 

} 

} 

 

• Testing the Service without a Client 

– Click Web Services in the left pane of the project in netbeans. 

– Click Hello. 

– Right Click ―Test on web service‖. 

– This will take you to the sayHello Method invocation page. 

– Under Method returned, we’ll see the response from the endpoint. 

• Coding the Client 

– Uses the javax.xml.ws.WebServiceRef annotation to declare a reference to a web 

service. @WebServiceRef uses the wsdlLocation element to specify the URI of the 

deployed service’s WSDL file. 

– @WebServiceRef 

• wsdlLocation="http://localhost:8080/helloservice/hello?wsdl" 

– static HelloService service; 

– Retrieves a proxy to the service, also known as a port, by invoking getHelloPort on the 

service. 

• Hello port = service.getHelloPort(); 
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– The port implements the SEI defined by the service. 

– Invokes the port’s sayHello method, passing to the service a name. 

• String response = port.sayHello(name); 
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7.  Lecture Notes:  

 

JAXB 

• A new Java API called Java Architecture for XML Binding (JAXB) can make it 

easier to access XML documents from applications written in the Java programming 

language.  

• Java developers can invoke a SAX or DOM parser in an application through the 

JAXP API to parse an XML document.  

• SAX approach,  

– This parser starts at the beginning of the document and passes each piece of 

the document to the application in the sequence it finds it.  

• DOM approach 

– This parser creates a tree of objects that represents the content and 

organization of data in the document.  

– The application can then navigate through the tree to access the data it needs, 

and if appropriate, manipulate it. 

Example 

• Accessing an XML Document  

– Bind the Schema  

– Unmarshal the Document  

• Building an XML Document  

– Bind the Schema  

– Create the Content Tree  

– Marshal the Content Tree  

– Validate  an XML Document  

– Unmarshall the XML Document 

 
    Figure 4.11 : JAXB implementation architectural 

 

 
 A JAXB implementation consists of the following architectural components: 

1. Schema compiler:  
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a. Binds a source schema to a set of schema-derived program elements. The 

binding is described by an XML-based binding language. 

2. Schema generator:  

a. Maps a set of existing program elements to a derived schema. The mapping 

is described by program annotations. 

3. Binding runtime framework:  

a. Provides unmarshalling (reading) and marshalling (writing) operations for 

accessing, manipulating, and validating XML content using either schema-

derived or existing program elements. 

 

 The JAXB Binding Process 

 
 The general steps in the JAXB data binding process are: 

1. Generate classes:  

 An XML schema is used as input to the JAXB binding compiler to generate 

JAXB classes based on that schema. 

2. Compile classes:  

 All of the generated classes, source files, and application code must be compiled. 

3. Unmarshal:   

 Unmarshalling provides a client application the ability to convert XML data into 

 JAXB-derived Java objects. 

4. Generate content tree:  

 The unmarshalling process generates a content tree of data objects instantiated from 

the generated JAXB classes; this content tree represents the structure and content of 

the source XML documents. 

5. Validate (optional):  

 The unmarshalling process optionally involves validation of the source XML 

documents before generating the content tree. Note that if you modify the content 

tree in Step 6, below, you can also use the JAXB Validate operation to validate the 

changes before marshalling the content back to an XML document. 

6. Process content:  

 The client application can modify the XML data represented by the Java content tree 

by means of interfaces generated by the binding compiler. 

7. Marshal:  

 The processed content tree is marshalled out to one or more XML output documents. 

The content may be validated before marshalling. 

 Marshalling provides a client application the ability to convert a JAXB-derived Java 

object tree back into XML data. 

 By default, the Marshaller uses UTF-8 encoding when generating XML data. 

The APIs are provided as part of a binding framework.  
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– The binding framework comprises three packages. 

• javax.xml.bind 

– contains classes and interfaces for performing operations such 

as unmarshalling, marshalling, and validation. 

• javax.xml.bind.util 

– contains a number of utility classes. 

• javax.xml.bind.helper  

– is designed for JAXB implementation providers.  

Distinct Advantages 

– JAXB simplifies access to an XML document from a Java program: 

– JAXB uses memory efficiently:  

• The tree of content objects produced through JAXB tends can be more 

efficient in terms of memory use than DOM-based trees. 

– JAXB is flexible:  

• JAXB's binding behavior can be customized in a variety of ways. 
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7 Lecture Notes:  

JAXR -Java API for XML Registries 

 The Java API for XML Registries (JAXR) provides a uniform and standard Java API for 

accessing various kinds of XML registries. 

Registry 

 An XML registry is an infrastructure that enables the building, deployment, and discovery of 

web services. A registry is available to organizations as a shared resource, often in the form of a web-

based service. 

XML registries.  

 The ebXML  

o Registry and Repository standard, which is sponsored by the Organization for the 

Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) and the United Nations 

Centre for the Facilitation of Procedures and Practices in Administration, Commerce 

and Transport (U.N./CEFACT) 

 UDDI 

o The Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI) project, which is being 

developed by a vendor consortium 

JAXR 

 JAXR enables Java software programmers to use a single, easy-to-use abstraction API to 

access a variety of XML registries. A unified JAXR information model describes content and 

metadata within XML registries.  

JAXR gives developers the ability to write registry client programs that are portable across various 

target registries.  

 The JAXR architecture is based on the concept of pluggable providers. JAXR provides a layer 

of abstraction to developers. Developers write applications using a standand JAXR client API and a 

standard JAXR information model to interact with business registries of UDDI and ebXML.  

JAXR has two capability levels:  

o level 0: support for UDDI registry  

o level 1: support for an ebXML and UDDI registry  

All JAXR providers are required to support level 0. Support for level 1 is optional.  

The JAXR's information mode is contained in the javax.xml.registry.infomodel package, and at its 

core is a javax.xml.registry.infomodel.RegistryObject.  

All objects in the registry implement the RegistryObject, and essentially everything in the registry 

is a RegistryObject.  

JAXR Architecture 

Figure  illustrates the architecture of JAXR. In the Application Server, a JAXR client uses the 

capability level 0 interfaces of the JAXR API to access the JAXR provider. The JAXR provider in 

turn accesses a registry. The Application Server supplies a JAXR provider for UDDI registries. 
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The high-level architecture of JAXR consists of the following parts: 

 A JAXR client:  

o This is a client program that uses the JAXR API to access a business registry via a 

JAXR provider. 

 A JAXR provider:  

o This is an implementation of the JAXR API that provides access to a specific registry 

provider or to a class of registry providers that are based on a common specification. 

A JAXR provider implements two main packages: 

 javax.xml.registry 

o This consists of the API interfaces and classes that define the registry access interface. 

 javax.xml.registry.infomodel 

o This consists of interfaces that define the information model for JAXR. These 

interfaces define the types of objects that reside in a registry and how they relate to 

each other. The basic interface in this package is the RegistryObject interface. Its 

subinterfaces include Organization, Service, and ServiceBinding. 

The most basic interfaces in the javax.xml.registry package are 

 Connection.  

o The Connection interface represents a client session with a registry provider. The client 

must create a connection with the JAXR provider in order to use a registry. 

 RegistryService.  

o The client obtains a RegistryService object from its connection. The RegistryService 

object in turn enables the client to obtain the interfaces it uses to access the registry. 

 BusinessQueryManager, 

o This allows the client to search a registry for information in accordance with the 

javax.xml.registry.infomodel interfaces. An optional interface,  

 DeclarativeQueryManager, 

o Allows the client to use SQL syntax for queries. (The implementation of JAXR in the 

Application Server does not implement DeclarativeQueryManager.) 

 BusinessLifeCycleManager, 

o This allows the client to modify the information in a registry by either saving it 

(updating it) or deleting it. 

JAXRException 

When an error occurs, JAXR API methods throw a JAXRException or one of its subclasses. 
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7. Lecture Notes:  

 

JAX-RPC 

RPC 
 Remote Procedure Call 

 Term that refers to a program calling a function that resides on another computer as if 

the function was local 

 RPC mechanism handles networking and packaging of data-parameter and return value- 

 Proprietary protocol 

 Client and server needs to be using the same programming language 

 Not suitable for internet 

 No OO way of calling method  

 

 
RPC in Java Web Service 

 RPC in Java Web Service (jws) uses XML/SOAP-open standard- 

 Client and server both may be developed using different programming language 

 RPC protocol is open standard  

 
Disadvantages of RPC in web service 

 Overhead of text formatted data exchange 

 Slower than traditional RPC 

 Currently web services are primarily uses HTTP to exchange data and hence involves network 

connection overhead 

JAX-RPC 

 JAX-RPC: Java APIs for XML based Remote Procedure Call 

 APIs for creating RPC based web services and a runtime environment for web services 

applications 

 
 JAX-RPC defines an APIs framework to create and deploy web service client and server 

Web services 

client 

JAX-RPC 

APIs 

JAX-RPC 

runtime 

Web services 

server 

JAX-RPC 

classes 

JAX-RPC 

runtime SOAP 

Service 

requestor 
Service 

provide

r 

Invoke 

service 

SOAP 

..some code.. 

Function() 

…code….. 

Function() 

server 

RPC code RPC code Proprietary protocol 
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 Web service provider/server use JAX-RPC classes/interfaces to define service end point 

(methods) 

 JAX-RPC supports exposing business methods as service 

 Web service requestor/client use JAX-RPC classes/interfaces to connect to and make 

method/service call 

 JAX-RPC also comes with tool to create WSDL document from service classes 

 JAX-RPC comes with tool to create classes to support client to use service 

 JAX-RPC defines mapping between Java and WSDL 

 

JAX-RPC architecture  

 
 JAX-RPC application architecture consist of following JAX-RPC service 

 Business component implemented in Java 

 Can be accessed by non-Java client as well as Java client 

 Currently the service is deployed as Java servlet or EJB stateless bean 

JAX-RPC service 

 
 

 JAX-RPC service client 

 Client that can access service 

 Invocation model – how service is accessed 

 Stub based – accesses local Java classes 

 Dynamic proxy 

 Dynamic Invocation Interface 

 Client can use WSDL to generate stub classes 

Web server 

JAXRPCEndp

oint 

servlet 
Web 

service 

SOAP request 

SOAP response 

WSDL 

documen

t 

JWSDP 

Web services 

server 

Tie classes 

JAX-RPC 

runtime 

J2SE 

Web services 

client 

Stubs/ 

Dyanmic proxy/ 

DII 

JAX-RPC 

runtime SOAP 
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 Serialization and deserialization 

 JAX-RPC serializes (converts) Java data type to XML (SOAP) and deserializes from 

XML to Java 

 Custom data types (custom Java classes) can also be serialized/deserialized 

 xrpcc or wscompile tool 

 Used for  

 Creating WSDL from web service class 

 Creating stubs from WSDL for client 

 Creating classes for server side 
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7. Lecture Notes:  

 

WSIT- Web Services Interoperability Technology 

• Web Services Interoperability Technology 

 

– Web Services Interoperability Technology (WSIT) is an open-source project started by 

Sun Microsystems to develop the next-generation of Web service technologies.  

 

– It provides interoperability between Java Web Services and Microsoft's Windows 

Communication Foundation (WCF) as used by .NET  

 

– WSIT is a series of extensions to the basic SOAP protocol, and so uses JAX-WS and 

JAXB  

– WSIT implements the WS-I specifications including: 

– Metadata 

– WS-MetadataExchange 

– WS-Transfer 

– WS-Policy 

– Security 

– WS-Security 

– WS-SecureConversation 

– WS-Trust 

– WS-SecurityPolicy 

– Messaging 

– WS-ReliableMessaging 

– WS-RMPolicy 

– Transactions 

– WS-Coordination 

– WS-AtomicTransaction 

 
• Bootstrapping and Configuration  

 

– Bootstrapping and configuration consists of using a URL to access a web service, 

retrieving its WSDL file 

 

– using the WSDL file to create a web service client that can access and consume a web 

service.  
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Steps Bootstrapping and Configuration  

 
 

 Client acquires the URL for a web service that it wants to access and consume.  

 

 The client uses the URL and use the wsimport tool to send a MetadataExchangeRequest to access 

the web service and retrieve the WSDL file. The description describes the requirements that must 

be satisfied to access and consume the web service.  

 

 The client uses the WSDL file to create the web service client.  

 

 The web service client accesses and consumes the web service.  

 

• Message Optimization Technology  

– A primary function of web services applications is to share data among applications over 

the Internet.  

– The data shared can vary in format and include large binary payloads, such as documents, 

images, music files, and so on. When large binary objects are encoded into XML format for 

inclusion in SOAP messages, even larger files are produced.  

– When a web service processes and transmits these large files over the network, the 

performance of the web service application and the network are negatively affected.  

– The Message Optimization technology ensures that web services messages are transmitted 

over the Internet in the most efficient manner.  

• Reliable Messaging Technology  

– Reliable Messaging is a Quality of Service (QoS) technology for building more reliable 

web services. The primary purpose of Reliable Messaging is to ensure the delivery of 

application messages to web service endpoints.  

– The reliable messaging technology ensures that messages in a given message sequence are 

delivered at least once and not more than once and optionally in the correct order.  

• When messages in a given sequence are lost in transit or delivered out of order, this 

technology enables systems to recover from such failures.  

• If a message is lost in transit, the sending system retransmits the message until its 

receipt is acknowledged by the receiving system.  

• If messages are received out of order, the receiving system may re-order the 

messages into the correct order.  

– The Reliable Messaging technology can also be used to implement session management. A 

unique message sequence is created for each client-side proxy  

– Security Technology  

– Web services have relied on transport-based security such as SSL to provide point-to-point 

security.  

– WSIT implements WS-Security so as to provide interoperable message content integrity 
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and confidentiality  

– WSIT implements two additional features to improve security in web services:  

– Web Services Security Policy –  

– Enables web services to use security assertions to represent security 

preferences and requirements for web service endpoints.  

– Web Services Trust –  

– Enables web service applications to use SOAP messages to request security 

tokens that can then be used to establish trusted communications between a 

client and a web service.  
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Lecture Notes:  

 

CLR 

– The Common Language Runtime (CLR) is an language-independent execution Environment 

. It works as a layer between Operating Systems and the applications written in .Net 

languages. 

–  The main function of Common Language Runtime (CLR) is to convert the Managed Code 

into native code and then execute the Program.  

– The Managed Code compiled only when it needed, that is it converts the appropriate 

instructions when each function is called .  

– The Common Language Runtime (CLR) 's Just In Time (JIT) compilation converts 

Intermediate Language (MSIL) to native code on demand at application run time. 

 

CLR: Execution Model 

 

 
 

• Microsoft .Net Languages Source Code are compiled into Microsoft Intermediate Language (MSIL) 

or Intermediate Language (IL) or Common Intermediate Language (CIL).  

 

• MSIL is a CPU independent set of instructions that can be converted to the native code. Metadata 

also created in the course of compile time with MSIL and stored it with the compiled code .  

 

• Metadata is stored in a file called Manifest, and it contains information about the members, types, 

references and all the other data that the Common Language Runtime (CLR) needs for execution . 

 

• The CLR uses metadata to locate and load classes, generate native code, provide security, and 

execute Managed Code.  

 

• Both Microsoft Intermediate Language (MSIL) and Metadata assembled together is known as 

Portable Executable (PE) file. Portable Executable (PE) is supposed to be portable across all 32-bit 

operating systems by Microsoft .Net Framework. 

• During the runtime the Common Language Runtime (CLR)'s Just In Time (JIT) compiler converts 
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the MSIL code into native code to the Operating System.  

 

• The native code is Operating System independent and this code is known as Managed Code , that 

is, the language's functionality is managed by the .NET Framework .  

 

• The CLR provides various Just In Time (JIT) compilers, and each works on a different architecture 

depends on Operating Systems, that means the same Microsoft Intermediate Language (MSIL) can 

be executed on different Operating Systems.  

 

Components of CLR  

• Class Loader:  

– This loads classes into the runtime.  

• MSIL to native code compiler:  

– This converts MSIL code into native code.  

• Code manager:  

– This manage the code during execution i.e provides code check, the resources it needs 

during execution.  

• Garbage Collector:  

– provide automatic memory management and avoid memory leaks.  

• Security Engine:  

– This enforces security restrictions and CAS (Code Access Security ).  

• Type Checker:  

– This enforces strict type checking.  

• Thread Support:  

– This provides multithreading support to applications.  

• Exception Manager :  

– This provides a mechanism to handle the run-time exceptions.  

• Debug Engine :  

– Allow you to debug different type of applications.  

• COM marshaler :  

– This allows .net application to exchange data with COM applications.  

• BASE Class library :  

– This provides the types the applications needed at runtime.  
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ASP.NET Overview 

• ASP.NET provides services to allow the creation, deployment, and execution of  

Web Applications and Web Services 

 

• Like JSP, ASP.NET is a server-side technology 

 

• Web Applications are built using Web Forms 

 

Goals 

• Simplify: less code, easier to create and maintain 

• Multiple, compiled languages 

• Fast 

• Scalable 

• Manageable 

• Available 

• Customizable and extensible 

• Secure 

• Tool support 

 

Key features 

• Web Forms 

• Web Services 

• Built on .NET Framework 

• Maintains page state 

• Multibrowser support 

• XML configuration 

• Complete object model 

• Session management 

• Caching 

• Debugging 

• Extensibility 

• Separation of code and UI  

• Security 

• Simplified form validation 

• Cookieless sessions 

ASP.NET 

   An ASP.NET file is just the same as an HTML file  

 

   An ASP.NET file can contain HTML, XML, and scripts  

 

   Scripts in an ASP.NET file are executed on the server 

 

   An ASP.NET file has the file extension ".aspx"  

 

How Does ASP.NET Work? 
 

    When a browser requests an ASP.NET file, IIS passes the        request to  the ASP.NET engine on 

the server  

 

    The ASP.NET engine reads the file, line by line, and executes        the scripts in the file  
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     Finally, the ASP.NET file is returned to the browser as plain        HTML  

 

    ASP.NET ―Program‖ is compiled into a .NET class and cached       the first time it is called.  All 

subsequent calls use the cached       version. 

ASP.NET Execution Model 

 

 
ASP.NET Web form 

• Web Applications are built using Web Forms 

 

• Web Forms are designed to make building  

web-based applications as easy as building Visual Basic applications 

 

• Built on .NET Framework: any .NET programming language can be used (C#, Visual Basic) 

 

 Textbook :  

 

Thomas Erl, “Service-Oriented Architecture: Concepts, Technology, and Design‖, Pearson 

Education, 2005. 

 

 

 
 

Application 

 

 Cloud 

 Mobile 

 Web 

 Business 

 Data 

 Gaming 

 

 

public class Hello{ 

protected void 

Page_Load( 

Object sender, 

EventArgs e) 

{…} 

} 

Hello.aspx.cs 

First request 

Postback  

Output Cache 

CClliieenntt  SSeerrvveerr((IIIISS))  
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      ASP.NET Web Service 

• A programmable application component that is accessible via standard Internet protocols by making 

HTTP requests across the Web.  

• Web page with functions 

• ASP.NET enables to create custom Web services, and to call these services from any client 

application.  

Web Services Platform 

• ASP.NET 

• ATL Server 

• .NET remoting 

• Microsoft® SOAP Toolkit 

• J2EE 

ASP.NET Web Service 

• Easy to build, deploy, and administer as a Web application 

• File extension is .asmx 

• End point is represented by URL 

Creating a Web Service (1) 

• Open Microsoft Visual Studio® .NET 

• Select the language 

• Select the project type: ASP.NET Web Service 

• .asmx and .asmx.cs 

• Web.config 

• Global.asax 

• WebService1.vsdisco 

 

• Inside Service1.asmx 

 

  <%@ WebService Language="c#"    

 Codebehind="Service1.asmx.cs"    Class="WebService1.Service1"  

  %> 

Inside Service1.asmx.cs 

• Add WebService attribute’s Namespace property  

[WebService(Namespace="http://localhost/webservice1/")] 

public class Service1 : System.Web.Services.WebService 

[WebMethod] 

public string HelloWorld() 

{ 

return "Hello World"; 

} 

• Compile the Web service 

Run the Web service 
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4.13 Web Services Enhancements 

• WSE  

– Web Services Enhancement (WSE) is a .NET class library for building Web services using 

the latest Web services protocols, including WS-Security, WS-Secure Conversation, WS-

Trust, and WS-Addressing.  

 

– It enables developers to build secure Web services  

Security Features in WSE 

• Digital signature of a SOAP message 

– X.509 certificates / username+password / custom binary token 

• Encryption of a SOAP message 

– X.509 / shared secret / custom binary token 

• Authentication using security credentials  

– X.509 / username+password / custom binary token 

• WSE Architecture  

– WSE is an engine for applying advanced Web service protocols to SOAP messages. This 

entails writing headers to outbound SOAP messages and reading headers from inbound 

SOAP messages.  

 

– It may also require transforming the SOAP message body — for instance,  

• encrypting an outbound message's body and  

• decrypting an inbound message's body, as defined by the WS-Security specification.  

 

– This functionality is encapsulated by two sets of filters,  

• outbound messages  

– All messages leaving a process — request messages from a client or response 

messages from server — are processed using the outbound message filters 

• inbound messages.  

– All messages arriving in a process — request messages to a server or 

response messages to a client — are processed using the inbound message 

filters. 

Built-in filters: 

 

•   Trace Filter (diagnostics) 

•   Security Filter (WS-Security) 

•   Timestamp Filter (WS-Security) 

•   Referral Filter (used for WS-Routing) 

•   Routing Filter (WS-Routing) 
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WSE Filter Pipeline 

 
 

• Integration with ASP.NET Web Service Proxies (Sender-side) 

 

– WSE input and output filters are exposed to ASP.NET Web services clients through a proxy 

base class called WebServicesClientProtocol.  

 

– The  proxy base class ensures that WSE filters have a chance to process the SOAP messages 

that are exchanged whenever a client sends a SOAP message. 

 

– The WebServicesClientProtocol proxy base class is implemented using two 

communication classes from the standard System.Net namespace:  

• WebRequest and WebResponse.  

– the WebRequest instance sends SOAP requests and the WebResponse 

instance receives SOAP responses.  

 

• The WebRequest instance parses a request stream containing a SOAP message into an instance of 

the SoapEnvelope class.  

 

• Then it passes the request through the chain of output filters. Each filter has the chance to modify 

the request data any way it likes. Often, a filter simply adds protocol headers, but in some cases 

they modify the body of a message too, such as when the SOAP body is encrypted. 

 

• The set of filters and their behavior is controlled through the policy associated with the SOAP 

message.  
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• WebResponse 

 

– The WebResponse operates on the SOAP message the opposite of the WebRequest 

instance.  

 

– It parses a response stream containing a SOAP message into an instance of the 

SoapEnvelope class and passes it through the chain of input filters.  

 

– Each filter has the chance to examine and modify the response data any way it likes. Input 

filters check the validity of protocol headers and modify the contents of the message's body 

(decryption, for example).  

 
• Integration with ASP.NET Web Services (Receiver-side) 

– WSE input and output filters are exposed to ASP.NET Web services through a server-side 

SOAP protocol factory, WseProtocolFactory.  

 

– The WseProtocolFactory class copies inbound messages into memory streams. It processes 

them using WSE input filters before the message is deserialized into input parameters for 

the target method.  
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– The extension also sets up a memory stream for the target method to serialize its output 

parameters into. After that serialization step occurs, the output message is passed through 

WSE output filter and then sent on its way.  

 

 

 Textbook :  

 

Thomas Erl, “Service-Oriented Architecture: Concepts, Technology, and Design‖, Pearson 

Education, 2005. 
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1

. 

 

Topics to be Covered: WS-BPEL basics   

 

2

. 

 

Skills Addressed:  

 Listening  

 

3

. 
Objectives of this Lesson Plan: 

 

To make the students understand the basic concepts of WS-BPEL basics   

 

4

. 

 

Outcome (s): 

 

i. Define WS-BPEL 

ii. Illustrate the WS-BPEL Language 

 

5 Link Sheet: 

i. Explain in detail about WS-BPEL? 

ii. What are Basic activities and structured activities of BPEL 

iii. How WSDL and BPEL is related? 

 

6 Evocation: (5 Minutes) 
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7 Lecture Notes:  

 

BPEL 

• Business Process Execution Language (BPEL), short for Web Services Business Process 

Execution Language (WS-BPEL), is an executable dialect of XML that allows for the modeling 

of interactions between Web services on the cloud. 

• This modeling is valuable for successful business process management (BPM) and service-

oriented architecture (SOA) implementation. 

• BPEL's primary uses is to model Web service interactions on a distributed system.  

• BPEL allows for complex orchestrations of multiple service applications through a single 

controller service. When described in a corresponding WSDL contract. 

• A BPEL process must work properly. Because many BPEL processes use multiple applications, 

many of which are often written in different languages and located on distributed systems  

• WS-BPEL enables 

– Defining business processes as coordinated sets of Web service interactions, recursively 

into new aggregated Web services 

 

– Defining both abstract and executable processes 

• Abstract processes for B2B style specifications 

• Executable processes provide a model to integrating enterprise applications 

 

– Creating compositions of Web services 

• Composition based on abstract descriptions 

 

– WS-BPEL was designed to provide an interoperable process model 

WS-BPEL in the WS-* Stack 
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• WS-BPEL Language 

– Structure 

– Process 

– Partner links 

– Data handling 

– Properties and correlation 

– Basic and structured activities 

– Scopes 

• BPEL and WSDL 

– BPEL processes are exposed as WSDL services 

• Message exchanges map to WSDL operations 

• WSDL can be derived from partner definitions and the role played by the process 

in interactions with partners 

 
 

• Recursive Composition 

– BPEL processes interact with WSDL services exposed by business partners 
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Composition of Web Services 

 
 

• Partner Links 

– Partner link: instance of typed connector Partner link type specifies required and/or 

provided portTypes 

 

– Channel along which a peer-to-peer conversation with a partner takes place 

 
 

• BPEL Data Model: Variables 

 

– Activities’  

• input and output kept in scoped variables 

 

– Scoped variables typed as 

• WSDL messages or 

• XML Schema elements/types 

• Properties and Correlation 

– Messages in long-running conversations are correlated to the correct process instance 

 

– Typed properties defined in WSDL are named and mapped (aliased) to parts of several 

WSDL messages used by the process 
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Basic Activities 

• Receive 

– Do a blocking wait for a matching message to arrive 

• Reply 

– Send a message in reply to a formerly received message 

• Invoke 

– Invoke a one-way or requestresponse operation 

• Assign 

– Update the values of variables or partner links with new data 

• Validate 

– Validate XML data stored in variables 

• Empty 

– No-op instruction for a business process 

• Throw 

– Generate a fault from inside the business process 

• Re throw 

– Forward a fault from inside a fault handler 

• Exit 

– Immediately terminate execution of a business process instance 

• wait 

– Wait for a given time period or until a certain time has passed 

• compensate 

– Invoke compensation on an inner scope that has already completed 

• Extension activity 

– Wrapper for language extensions 

 

Structured Activities 

• flow 

– Contained activities are executed in parallel, partially ordered through control links 

• sequence 

– Contained activities are performed sequentially in lexical order 

• while 

– Contained activity is repeated while a predicate holds 

• Repeat until 

– Contained activity is repeated until a predicate holds 

• pick 

– Block and wait for a suitable message to arrive (or time out) 

• foreach 

– Contained activity is performed sequentially or in parallel, controlled by a specified 

counter variable 

• ifthenelse 

– Select exactly one branch of activity from a set of choices 

• scope 

– Associate contained activity with its own local variables, fault handlers, compensation 

handler, and event handlers 
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• Scopes and Handlers 

• Scope 

– Local variables 

– Local partner links 

– Local correlation sets 

– Set of activities (basic or structured) 

 

• Handlers 

– Event handlers 

• Message events or timer events (deadline or duration) 

– Fault handlers 

• Dealing with different exceptional situations (internal faults) 

– Compensation handler 

• Undoing persisted effects of already completed activities 

– Termination handler 

• Dealing with forced scope termination (external faults) 

 

 

8 Textbook :  

 

Thomas Erl, “Service-Oriented Architecture: Concepts, Technology, and Design”, Pearson Education, 

2005. 

 

9 Application 

• Business Process Design 

• Human Workflow 

• Sub-processes 

• Static Analysis 

• Autonomic Computing 

• Grid Computing 

• Semantic Web 

• Regulatory Compliance 

• Process Analytics 
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1 
 

Topics to be Covered: WS-Coordination overview  - WS-Choreography 

 

2 
 

Skills Addressed:  

 Listening and applying 

 

3 Objectives of this Lesson Plan: 

             To make the students know the concepts of WS-Coordination overview and WS-

Choreography 

4

. 
Outcome (s): 

i. Define WS-Coordination 

ii. Define WS-Choreography. 

 

5 Link Sheet: 

i. Discuss the purpose and goals of Choreography? 

ii. What are the three different levels of abstraction in which choreographies can be defined 

and used? 

 

6 Evocation: (5 Minutes) 
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Lecture Notes:  

 

Introduction 

Purpose 

Business or other activities that involve multiple different organizations or independent processes that 

use Web service technology to exchange information can only be successful if they are properly 

coordinated. This means that the sender and receiver of a message know and agree in advance: 

 The format and structure of the (SOAP) messages that are exchanged, and 

 The sequence and conditions in which the messages are exchanged. 

WSDL and its extensions provide a mechanism by which the first objective is realized, however, it does 

not define the sequence and conditions, or choreography, in which messages are exchanged. 

To solve this problem, a shared common or "global" definition of the sequence and conditions in which 

messages are exchanged is produced that describes the observable complementary behavior of all the 

participants involved. Each participant can then use the definition to build and test solutions that 

conform to the global definition. 

The main advantage of a global definition approach is that it separates the process being followed by an 

individual business or system within a "domain of control" from the definition of the sequence in which 

each business or system exchanges information with others. This means that, as long as the "observable" 

sequence does not change, the rules and logic followed within the domain of control can change at will. 

The purpose of this paper is to describe an information model or "meta model" for a Choreography 

Definition Language that identifies the information and structures required to build a "global" 

definition. 

Goals 

Some additional goals of this model of a choreography definition language are to permit: 

 Reusability. The same choreography definition is usable by different participants operating in 

different contexts (industry, locale, etc) with different software (e.g. application software) and 

different message formats and standards 

 Cooperative. Choreographies define the sequence of exchanging messages between two (or 

more) independent participants or processes by describing how they should cooperate 

 Multi-Party. Choreographies can be defined involving any number of participants or processes 

 Semantics. Choreographies can include human-readable documentation and semantics for all the 

components in the choreography. 

 Composability. Existing choreographies can be combined to form new choreographies that may 

be reused in different contexts 

 Modular. Choreographies can be defined using an "import" facility that allows a choreography 

to be created from components contained in several different choreographies 

 Information Driven. Choreographies describe how participants that take part in choreographies 

maintain where they are in the choreography by recording the state changes caused by 

exchanges of information and their reactions to them 

 Information Alignment. Choreographies allow the participants that take part in choreographies to 

communicate and synchronize their states and the information they share 
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 Transactionality. The processes or participants that take part in a choreography can work in a 

"transactional" way with the ability to specify how transactions are compensated 

 Exception Handling. Choreographies can define how exceptional or unusual conditions that 

occur whilst the choreography is performed are handled 

 Design Time Verification. A developer of a business process can use the Choreography 

Definition, on their own to: 

o Generate a behavioral interface that conforms to a BPEL definition that describes the 

sequence and conditions in which one of the participants in a choreography sends and 

receives messages 

o Verify that a BPEL definition conforms to behavior defined by in a Choreography 

Definition 

 Run Time Verification. The performance of a choreography can be verified at run time against 

the Choreography Definition to ensure that it is being followed correctly. If errors are found then 

the choreography can specify the action that should be taken 

 Compatibility with other Specifications. The specifications will work alongside and complement 

other specifications such as the WS Reliability, WS WS Composite Application Framework 

(WSCAF), WS Security (WSS), WS Business Process Execution Language (WSBPEL) etc. 

Document Scope 

This model focuses on describing the different types of information required to define a Choreography. 

It does not provide an XML representation of that information nor does it describe in any detail the 

operational semantics of how such a representation could or should be used. 

This paper identifies several open issues highlighted like this. These are a non-exhaustive list of topics, 

ideas or problems where the authors think that more thought is needed. 

2 Abstract, Portable and Concrete Choreographies 

One of the key goals of this model is to enable Choreography reuse. Global definitions of a 

choreography facilitate this especially if choreographies are defined with varying degrees of abstraction. 

Although more could be defined, this model identifies and supports three different levels of abstraction 

in which choreographies can usefully be defined and used. 

Abstract Choreography 

The first is a highly abstract choreography that defines: 

 The types of information that is exchanged, for example an order sent between a buyer and a 

seller 

 The sequence and conditions under which the information is sent. 

However, it does not define: 

 The physical structure of the information that is exchanged, for example there are no definitions 

of the XML documents, SOAP messages, WSDL port types and operations, URLs etc that are to 

be used 

 How the different conditions that are used to control the sequence of exchanging information are 

determined 

 Where the messages in the choreography should be sent e.g. to a URL 

 How the messages are to be secured (if at all) and whether or not the messages are to be sent 

reliably. 
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Although abstract, this approach will be useful for defining generally accepted or "canonical" 

definitions for very common processes, such as placing an order. Definitions of theses types of 

choreography would best be carried out by international standards organizations that have a cross-

industry, multi-geographic responsibility. 

Portable Choreography 

Clearly, the development of these abstract choreographies will take some time to complete, so the 

second type of choreography to define is a "portable" choreography. In this type of choreography 

definition the definitions in an Abstract Choreography are extended with: 

 Detailed definitions of the physical structure of the information that is exchanged including the 

WSDL port types and operations 

 Details of the technology to be used, for example, how to secure the messages and send them 

reliably 

 Rules that express, as far as possible, the conditions that are used to control the sequence of 

exchange of information, in terms of, for example XPath expressions that reference data in the 

messages 

However they do not specify the URLs to which the messages are sent nor, for example, the digital 

certificates used to secure them. This means that an organization should be able to design and build a 

solution that conforms, in detail, to the rules of the choreography, and only require limited additional 

information at run time to determine where messages should be sent. As a result realizing 

interoperability should be much easier. 

This "portable" type of choreography is targeted more at vertical industry organizations, such as 

RosettaNet, that want to define rules for collaboration between the members of their industry and 

simplify, as far as possible, the implementation and integration process. 

Concrete Choreographies 

The final type of choreography, is a Concrete Choreography, where all the details are specified that are 

required to send a message. This extends the definition in a Portable Choreography to include 

information about the "endpoints". This can include information such as: 

 The URLs that are the destinations of the messages that are sent, and 

 Other "endpoint" specific rules such as digital certificates to be used for securing messages. 

These types of choreographies are probably most applicable where two or more participants want to 

specify how they will cooperate and there is little or no need for other organizations to follow the same 

process. 

Relationship between Choreography Types 

The table below summarizes the three different types of choreographies.; 

 
Abstract Portable Concrete 

Types of Messages Identified Identified Identified 

Message Structure Not Defined Defined Defined 

Conditions Identified Identified Identified 
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Condition evaluation rules Not defined Defined as far as possible Defined as far as possible 

Technology used Not defined Defined Defined 

Message Endpoint Data Not defined Not Defined Defined 

The model described in this paper allows an Abstract Choreography to be extended to become a 

Portable Choreography and a Portable Choreography to be extended to become a Concrete 

Choreography. 

The model also allows each different type of Choreography to be defined directly. This means that: 

 A Portable Choreography can be defined without first defining the Abstract Choreography 

 A Concrete Choreography can be defined without defining an Abstract or Portable 

Choreography. 

Model Description 

The following diagram is the full model of all the entities (without attributes). 

 

Full Model 

The rest of this Model Description section describes the following subsets of the model (including 

attributes). 
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 Participants, Roles and Relationships. In a Choreography information is always exchanged 

between Participants, such as a Business or Organization acting in one or moreRoles, for 

example Buyer or Seller as part of a Relationship, for example purchasing goods. 

 Choreography Structure. This section describes the major components of a Choreography at a 

high level 

 Choreography Composition and Import. This explains how one Choreography can be created by 

performing other, pre-existing choreographies and importing content from other choreographies. 

 Types, Variables and Tokens. Variables contain information about objects in the choreography 

such as the messages exchanged or the state of the Roles involved. Tokens are aliases that can be 

used to reference parts of a Variable. Both Variables and Tokens have Types that define the 

structure of what the Variable or Token contains. 

 Interactions. These are the basic building blocks of the Choreography which result in the 

sending of messages between Roles in either a "one-way" or "request-response" message pattern 

 Activities and Control Structures. Activities are the lowest level components of the 

Choreography that do the actual work. Control Structures combine activities with other Control 

Structures in a nested structure to express the sequence and conditions in which the messages in 

the choreography are exchanged 

 Choreography Exceptions and Transactions. Choreography Exceptions describe how to specify 

what additional Interactions should occur when a Choreography behaves in an abnormal 

way. Choreography Transactions describes how to specify what additional Interactions should 

occur to reverse the effect of an earlier completed choreography 

 Semantics. Semantics allow the creation of descriptions that can record the semantic definitions 

of almost every single component in the model. 

Roles, Participants and Relationships 

In a Choreography information is always exchanged between Participants, such as a Business or 

Organization acting in one or more Roles, for example Buyer or Seller as part of a Relationship, for 

example purchasing goods. 

The diagram below shows the model for Participants, Roles and Relationships. 

 

Model for Participants, Roles and Relationships 

Roles 

A Role identifies a set of related behaviors, for example the Buyer role is associated with purchasing of 

goods or services and the Supplier role is associated with providing those goods or services for a fee. 
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Participants 

A Participant identifies a set of related Roles, for example a Commercial Organization could take both a 

Buyer Role when purchasing goods and a Seller role when selling them. 

Relationships 

A Relationship is the association of two Roles for a purpose. A relationship represents the possible ways 

in which two roles can interact. For example the Relationships between a Buyer and a Seller could 

include: 

 A "Purchasing" Relationship, for the initial procurement of goods or services, and 

 A "Customer Management" Relationship to allow the Supplier to provide service and support 

after the goods have been purchased or the service provided. 

Although Relationships are always between two Roles, Choreographies involving more than two Roles 

are possible. For example if the purchase of goods involved a third-party Shipper contracted by the 

Supplier to deliver the Supplier's goods, then, in addition to the Purchasing and Customer Management 

relationships described above, the following relationships might exist: 

 A "Logistics Provider" relationship between the Supplier and the Shipper, and 

 A "Goods Delivery" relationship between the Buyer and the Shipper. 

Choreography Structure 

The diagram below shows the model for a Choreography Definition: 

 

Model for Choreography Structure 

A Choreography Definition defines the information required by the choreography and sequence in 

which it is exchanged. It contains the following: 
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 Zero or More "sub" Choreography Definitions which define Choreographies that can be 

performed by the Choreography being defined 

 A Definition Block that contains set of Variable Definitions and Token Definitions that define 

information about objects used by the choreography 

 The actual Choreography that in turn contains: 

o A required Base Choreography part, that defines the normal sequence of information 

exchanges that should occur 

o An optional Exception Block, that contains the sequence of information exchanges that 

are followed when some exceptional or unusual circumstance has occurred while the 

Choreography was being performed, and 

o An optional Transaction Block which, if present can make the Choreography 

"transactional" in that it contains information exchanges that are followed when the 

effects of the choreography need to be Compensated 

 One or more Work Units, within the Base Choreography, Exception Block or Transaction 

Block that do the actual useful work within the Choreography in terms of exchanging messages 

and other information between the Participants. Each Work Unit contains a single Activity that is 

performed whenever an optional enabling condition on the Work Unit, called a Guard, is true. 

Choreography Composition and Import 

Choreographies can be combined and built from other Choreographies as illustrated by the diagram 

below. 

 

Model for Choreography Composition and Import 

Choreography Composition 

Choreography Composition is the creation of new Choreographies by reusing existing choreography 
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definitions. For example if two separate Choreographies were defined as follows: 

 A Request for Quote (RFQ) Choreography that involved a Buyer role sending a request for a 

quotation for goods and services to a Supplier to which the Supplier responding with either a 

"Quotation" or a "Decline to Quote" message, and 

 An Order Placement Choreography where the Buyer placed and order for goods or services and 

the Supplier either accepted the order or rejected it. 

You could then create a new "Quote and Order" Choreography by reusing the two where the RFQ 

choreography was executed first, and then, depending on the outcome of the RFQ Choreography, the 

order was placed using the Order Placement Choreography. 

In this case the new choreography is "composed" out of the two previously defined choreographies. 

These choreographies may be specified either: 

 Locally, i.e. they are included, as a Sub Choreography, in the same choreography definition as 

the choreography that performed them, or 

 Globally, i.e. they are specified in a separate choreography definition that is defined elsewhere. 

Using this approach, Choreographies can be recursively combined to support choreographies of any 

required complexity allowing more flexibility as Choreographies defined elsewhere can be reused. 
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7 Lecture Notes:  

 

Policies 

We now take a bit of a leap from the advanced messaging part of this chapter over to the WS-* 

extensions that provide enhanced metadata features for Web services. 

Every automated business task is subject to rules and constraints. These characteristics trickle down to 

govern the behavior of the underlying services that automate the task. 

The source of these restrictions could be: 

 actual business-level requirements 

 the nature of the data being exchanged 

 organizational security measures 

Further, every service and message has unique characteristics that may be of interest to other services 

that cross its path. 

Examples include: 

 behavioral characteristics 

 preferences 

 technical limitations 

 quality of service (QoS) characteristics 

Services can be outfitted with publicly accessible metadata that describes properties such as the ones 

listed here. This information is housed in a policy. 

Policies can express a variety of service properties, including rules. 

 

 

The use of policies allows a service to express various characteristics and preferences and keeps it from 

having to implement and enforce rules and constraints in a custom manner. It adds an important layer of 

abstraction that allows service properties to be independently managed. 

The WS-Policy framework 

The WS-Policy framework establishes extensions that govern the assembly and structure of policy 

description documents, as well as the association of policies to Web resources. This framework is 
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comprised of the following three specifications: 

 WS-Policy 

 WS-PolicyAttachments 

 WS-PolicyAssertions 

The basic structure of a policy description. 

 

 

Note also that the WS-Policy framework forms part of the WS-Security framework. Specifically, the 

WS-SecurityPolicy specification defines a set of policy assertions intended for use with WS-Security 

(introduced later in this chapter). 

Policies can be programmatically accessed to provide service requestors with an understanding of the 

requirements and restrictions of service providers at runtime. Alternatively, policies can be studied by 

humans at design time to develop service requestors designed to interact with specific service providers. 

Recent revisions to the WS-Policy framework have extended the structure of a policy description and its 

associated terminology. The sections below provide a brief overview. 

.Policy assertions and policy alternatives 

The service properties expressed by a policy description are represented individually by policy 

assertions. A policy description therefore is comprised of one or more policy assertions. Examples of 

policy assertions include service characteristics, preferences, capabilities, requirements, and rules. Each 

assertion can be marked as optional or required. 

Policy assertions can be grouped into policy alternatives. Each policy alternative represents one 
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acceptable (or allowable) combination of policy assertions. This gives a service provider the ability to 

offer service requestors a choice of policies. (Each of the bullet points in our last In Plain English 

analogy, for example, would warrant a policy assertion.) 

Policy assertion types and policy vocabularies 

Policy assertions can be further categorized through policy assertion types. Policy assertion types 

associate policy assertions with specific XSD schemas. In the same manner as XML vocabularies are 

defined in XSD schemas, policy vocabularies simply represent the collection of policy types within a 

given policy. Similarly, a policy alternative vocabulary refers to the policy types contained within a 

specific policy alternative. 

Policy subjects and policy scopes 

A policy can be associated with a Web service, a message, or another resource. Whatever a policy is 

intended for is called a policy subject. Because a single policy can have more than one subject, the 

collection of a policy's subjects is referred to as the policy scope. 

Policy expressions and policy attachments 

Policy assertions that are physically implemented using the WS-Policy language are referred to as 

policy expressions. In other words, a policy expression is simply the XML statement used to express a 

policy assertion in a manner so that it can be programmatically processed. Policy expressions are 

physically bound to policy scopes using policy attachments. 

What you really need to know 

If your head is spinning at this point, don't worry. Of the many concepts we just introduced, you only 

need to retain the following key terms to maintain a conceptual understanding of polices: 

 policy 

 policy alternative 

 policy assertion 

 policy attachment 

Let's now finish this section with a look at how policies are used by other WS-* extensions and SOA as 

a whole. 

Policies in coordination 

When the WS-Coordination context coordination service generates context information for participating 

services, it can make the distribution of context data subject to the validation of security credentials and 

other forms of policy information. To enforce these requirements, WS-Coordination can incorporate 

rules established in policies. 

Policies in orchestration and choreography 

Policies can be applied to just about any subjects that are part of orchestrations or choreographies. For 

example, a policy can establish various requirements for orchestration partner services and 

choreography participants to interact. 
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Policies in reliable messaging 

The WS-ReliableMessaging specification depends on the use of the WS-Policy framework to enable 

some of its most fundamental features. Policies are used to implement delivery assurances through the 

attachment of policy assurances to the messages that take part in reliable messaging exchanges. A 

further set of policy assertions is provided to add various supplemental rules, constraints and reliability 

requirements. 

Policies and SOA 

If an SOA is a city, then policies are certainly the laws, regulations, and guidelines that exist to maintain 

order among inhabitants. Policies are a necessary requirement to building enterprise-level service-

oriented environments, as they provide a means of communicating constraints, rules, and guidelines for 

just about any facet of service interaction. As a result, they improve the overall quality of the loosely 

coupled arrangement services are required to maintain. 

Policies relating to other parts of SOA. 

  

 
 

Policies allow services to express so much more about themselves beyond the fundamental data format 

and message exchange requirements established by WSDL definitions. And policies enable services to 

broaden the range of available metadata while still allowing them to retain their respective 

independence. 

The use of policies increases SOA's quality of service level by restricting valid message transmissions 

to those that conform to policy rules and requirements. A side benefit of inserting endpoint level 

constraints is that the application logic underlying services is not required to perform as much custom 

exception handling to deal with invalid message submissions. 

Polices naturally improve the ability for services to achieve better levels of interoperation because so 

much more information about service endpoints can be expressed and published. Finally, because they 

increase the richness of service contracts, they open the door to dynamic discovery and binding. 
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 7.  Lecture Notes:  

Security 

Security requirements for automation solutions are nothing new to the world of IT. 

Similarly, service-oriented applications need to be outfitted to handle many of the traditional 

security demands of protecting information and ensuring that access to logic is only granted 

to those permitted. 

However, the SOAP messaging communications framework, upon which contemporary 

SOA is built, emphasizes particular aspects of security that need to be accommodated by a 

security framework designed specifically for Web services. 

A family of security extensions parented by the WS-Security specification comprise such a 

framework, further broadened by a series of supplementary specifications with specialized 

feature sets. provides a list of current security-related specifications. While we clearly 

cannot discuss concepts for all of them, it is worth spending some time looking at the basic 

functions performed by the following three core specifications: 

 WS-Security 

 XML-Signature 

 XML-Encryption 

Additionally, we'll briefly explore the fundamental concepts behind single sign-on, a form of 

centralized security that complements these WS-Security extensions. 

Before we begin, it is worth noting that this section organizes security concepts as they 

pertain to and support the following five common security requirements: identification, 

authentication, authorization, confidentiality, and integrity. 

Identification, authentication, and authorization 

For a service requestor to access a secured service provider, it must first provide information 

that expresses its origin or owner. This is referred to as making a claim. Claims are 

represented by identification information stored in the SOAP header. WS-Security 

establishes a standardized header block that stores this information, at which point it is 

referred to as a token. 

 An identity is a claim made regarding the origin of a message. 

 

 

Authentication requires that a message being delivered to a recipient prove that the message 

is in fact from the sender that it claims to be. In other words, the service must provide proof 
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that its claimed identity is true. 

Authentication means proving an identity. 

 

 

Once authenticated, the recipient of a message may need to determine what the requestor is 

allowed to do. This is called authorization). 

Authorization means determining to what extent authentication applies. 

 

 

Single sign-on 

A challenge facing the enablement of authentication and authorization within SOA is 

propagating the authentication and authorization information for a service requestor across 

multiple services behind the initial service provider. Because services are autonomous and 

independent from each other, a mechanism is required to persist the security context 

established after a requestor has been authenticated. Otherwise, the requestor would need to 

re-authenticate itself with every subsequent request. 

The concept of single sign-on addresses this issue. The use of a single sign-on technology 

allows a service requestor to be authenticated once and then have its security context 

information shared with other services that the requestor may then access without further 

authentication. 

There are three primary extensions that support the implementation of the single sign-on 

concept: 

 SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language) 

 .NET Passport 

 XACML (XML Access Control Markup Language) 

As an example of a single sign-on technology that supports centralized authentication and 

authorization, let's briefly discuss some fundamental concepts provided by SAML. 

SAML implements a single sign-on system in which the point of contact for a service 

requestor can also act as an issuing authority. This permits the underlying logic of that 
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service not only to authenticate and authorize the service requestor, but also to assure the 

other services that the service requestor has attained this level of clearance. 

Other services that the service requestor contacts, therefore, do not need to perform 

authentication and authorization steps. Instead, upon receiving a request, they simply contact 

the issuing authority to ask for the authentication and authorization clearance it originally 

obtained. The issuing authority provides this information in the form of assertions that 

communicate the security details. (The two types of assertions that contain authentication 

and authorization information are simply called authentication assertions and authorization 

assertions.) 

A basic message exchange demonstrating single sign-on (in this case, as implemented 

by SAML). 

 

 
 

Confidentiality and integrity 

Confidentiality is concerned with protecting the privacy of the message contents. A message 

is considered to have remained confidential if no service or agent in its message path not 

authorized to do so viewed its contents. 

Confidentiality means that the privacy of the message has been protected throughout 

its message path. 

 

 

Integrity ensures that a message has not been altered since its departure from the original 
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sender. This guarantees that the state of the message contents remained intact from the time 

of transmission to the point of delivery. 

Integrity means ensuring that a message's contents have not changed during 

transmission. 

 

 

 

Transport-level security and message-level security 

The type of technology used to protect a message determines the extent to which the 

message remains protected while making its way through its message path. Secure Sockets 

Layer (SSL), for example, is a very popular means of securing the HTTP channel upon 

which requests and responses are transmitted. However, within a Web services-based 

communications framework, it can only protect a message during the transmission between 

service endpoints. Hence, SSL only affords us transport-level security. 

Transport-level security only protects the message during transit between service 

endpoints. 

 

 
 

If, for example, a service intermediary takes possession of a message, it still may have the 

ability to alter its contents. To ensure that a message is fully protected along its entire 

message path, message-level security is required. In this case, security measures are applied 

to the message itself (not to the transport channel on which the message travels). Now, 

regardless of where the message may travel, the security measures applied go with it. 

Message-level security guarantees end-to-end message protection. 
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Encryption and digital signatures 

Message-level confidentiality for an XML-based messaging format, such as SOAP, can be 

realized through the use of specifications that comprise the WS-Security framework. In this 

section we focus on XML-Encryption and XML-Signature, two of the more important WS-

Security extensions that provide security controls that ensure the confidentiality and 

integrity of a message. 

XML-Encryption, an encryption technology designed for use with XML, is a cornerstone 

part of the WS-Security framework. It provides features with which encryption can be 

applied to an entire message or only to specific parts of the message (such as the password). 

To ensure message integrity, a technology is required that is capable of verifying that the 

message received by a service is authentic in that it has not been altered in any manner since 

it first was sent. XML-Signature provides features that allow for an XML document to be 

accompanied by a special algorithm-driven piece of information that represents a digital 

signature. This signature is tied to the content of the document so that verification of the 

signature by the receiving service only will succeed if the content has remained unaltered 

since it first was sent. 

XML-Encryption can be applied to parts of a SOAP header, as well as the contents of the 

SOAP body. When signing a document, the XML-Signature can reside in the SOAP header. 

A digitally signed SOAP message containing encrypted data. 
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Security and SOA 

Message-level security can clearly become a core component of service-oriented solutions. 

Security measures can be layered over any message transmissions to either protect the 

message content or the message recipient. The WS-Security framework and its 

accompanying specifications therefore fulfill fundamental QoS requirements that enable 

enterprises to: 

 utilize service-oriented solutions for the processing of sensitive and private data 

 restrict service access as required 

The security framework provided by WS-Security also makes use of the WS-Policy 

framework explained earlier (a separate specification called WS-SecurityPolicy provides a 

series of supporting policy assertions). 

Security, as it relates to policies, SOAP messages, and Web services. 
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